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SNOW AND THE SCHOOLHOUSE
(Editorial)
Persistent misrepresentation in regard to the schoolhouse situation,
at the time when Carleton F. Snow was mayor, only serves to show the
lengths to which politicians will go when they desire to defeat a cand.date for public office.
Industriously circulated throughout the city is the story to the effect
that Capt. Snow plunged it into debt by virtue of sponsoring the
present High School building on Lincoln street. That point, and that
poirt alone. Is cited as a reason why he should not again be elected as
the city's chief executive. Capt. Snow has chosen to take no part in
the controversy, being loath to believe that the public would seriously
accept such charges "and criticism.
Friends who are old-fashioned enough to believe that there should
still be a semblance of fairness, even in politics, make this appeal to a
better understanding of the situation as it existed nine years ago.
When Mr. Snow became the head of the local administration in 1924.
the High School building had already been contracted for, plans had
been made and work had actually begun. A method of financing the
proposition, was in the hands of a board of citizens, as authorized in
a large mass meeting. There was on hand a fund amounting to
approximately $30,000, including Interest, which had been set aside
for this purpose over a period of years. The tax rate was raised in
accordance with the expressed sentiment of the ma;s meeting; a new
bond issue amounting to $15,000, was made; and a similar Issue was
refunded for application to the cost of the new school building.
The contract price of the structure was $86,000. tout the necessary
improvement to the premises plus the cost of furniture and other
equipment brought the total to $140,000. not Including, of course, the
two new wings which were added during a subsequent administration.
All bills for construction and equipment were paid when finally
approved. It was necessary from time to time,to contract loans with
the banks ln anticipation of taxes, and these were retired according to
law, and did not become a factor in the net city debt, the limit of which
was not increased beyond the legal margin. Any Interest that may
now be due in connection with the High School building is that play
able upon the bonds issued for that purpose, and which still have
a number of years to run. A complete record of the various financial
transactions pertaining to the school building, so far as Mayor Snow's
administration is concerned, were left on file in the mayor's office
upon his retirement.
If there are those who feel that the little old High School building
could accommodate the more than 400 students now registered; or
those who believe that Mayor Snow should not have met the obliga
tions incurred by a former administration backed by a public mass
meeting, they should not be expected to support the Republican
nominee at this time. If they believe that the present schoolhouse
was an absolute necessity and that he did the only logical and honor
able thing in paying for it. they are asked to endorse him at the polls
If It is not contrary to their political faith or other legitimate reason.
Let's not be called upon later to regret a lack of due consideration
and fairness—especially fairness.

Judge Worster Sees Three Knox County Jury Trials
Completed In a Single Day

An outcome of a hunting accident
The bell which the Rockland Lions
Pleasant Valley Orange enter
in Lake View plantation last Thurs Club captured at Castine a week ago tained Limerock Valley Pomona
day when Robert Creighton of North was not destined to remain long In Orange Saturday, Master Nathan
Newport was shot In the knee*and leg the local den, for the reason that a Hopkins presiding, and a good num
ber of members and visitors present.
by the accidental discharge of a gun delegation from the Bangor club
The regular business was conducted
Earnest men never think In ♦ In the hands of Raymond H. Angel of came here for it yesterday, and pos-1 ln the afternoon and lhe degre€ of
vain, though their thoughts may
— be errors—Bulwer-Lytton.
••• Searsport while hunting, was the ar- j session was graceiutiy yielded. The Pomona conferred in the evening,
♦
*•> ralgnment of Angel ln the municipal J visitors were King Lion Herbert E.
The afternoon lecturer's program
court Monday before Judge Hayes. j Thompson, S. N. March. Harry L. was well filled with musical numbers
He was charged with "carelessly' wheeldon and clare J Herbert. They and readings appropriate for t.he day.
, expressed much pleasure over the cor given by both members and visitorsONE YEAR AGO
and negligently killing or wounding dlal greeting they recelved
This Grange always tries to make
a human being while in pursuit ot
The delegation from up river was ,te vis|tors feel at home by having
From the files of The Courier-Ga game." the complaint being by Depu-, preceded here by District Governor them
part in
program
zette we learn that—
ty Sheriff Day of Milo.
| Maurice C. Orbeton, who aways wel Mrs. Willis Young read a paper on
Angel, who had no counsel, plead- comes an opportunity to visit his
A reward of $500 was being offered
"What Is An Efficient Public School
for the recovery of the body of Mau ed not guilty and waived examina- j home city, and who was a most popu- Education?" which showed good logic
rice A. Poland. Rockport hunter lost tion. Probable cause was found and i lar guest here, even before he became and understood conditions of school
in the woods around Northeast Carry. he was ordered to furnish $1000 bonds ] district governor. He had much to matters, and was, as expected well
A1 Oreenlaw, a Rockland student at for superior court appearance. Sure- , say about tonight's great gathering rendered and pleasingly received.
Massachusetts Institute of Technolo ties were Melvin B. Thompson and j of Lions in Bangor when the interSupt. F. L. S. Morse gave a clearly
Ralph M. Moody of Searsport.
| national president, Mr. Beddow, will
gy, won three firsts in an athletic
thought
out talk on some early
Creighton is in the Eastern Maine! be guest of honor.
Mr. Beddow is
meet there.
schools and teachers of Knox Coun
General Hospital in Bangor with one of the most distinguished attorCoach Durrell sounded the call for
ty and other places.
wounds in the knee and leg.
| neys in the South, and a national flgbasketball candidates at the High
The speaker of the day was Judge
Mr. Angel is well known In Rock- j ure. A very elaborate program has
School
Pike
of Pleasant Valley Grange, who
land, where he was engaged in the been prepared. The entire Camden
The-Copper Kettle attained its ma restaurant business for a number ot Club is to be present, and the Rock forcefully brought to the minds of
all, the necessity for Grangers and
jority—having been ln business 21 years.
land club will send a delegation.
years.
“Lionlsm ts going right along.” Dis others to inform themselves on
HALE WORKING FOR IT
The Betty Boop and Bimbo Club
trict Governor Orbeton told the local things that concern our well being.
had 647 members.
club. "There are some weak spots, He especially stressed the matter of
President Roosevelt was urged by but other clubs are gaining member taxation and the Orange tax bill
Capt. L. A. Crockett was about to
which was defeated in the last State
Senator Hale to use his influence to ship.”
open a navigation school.
election.
Secretary
Brunberg
was
instructed
include a proposed tide water power
The lecturer brought all present to
to send the Rockland club's congratu
project at Eastport, in the public
lations to Kingsbury B. Piper, a a test of their ability to remember
PAPER FOLLOW'S YOC
works program. The proposal which { prominent Bangor Lion, who has Just the poems of their early school days.
If you are a subscriber to
involves a $40,000,000 allotment, pro- ( been appointed a member of the Pub- And had a good supply of old school
The Courier-Gazette and are
readers on hand.
I
vides for the control of the tides lie Utilities Commission.
leaving home for any time, long
Secretary Scott RacklilT carried off
or snort, let us mall the paper to I which range from 20 to 35 feet In this
AN OPEN LETTER
you during your absence. The
the honors of the day. by being able
region. The President visited this
regular copy of the paper will
to recite .wholly without any assistgo to the home as usual. Just I site last summer on his sailing cruise ' To Six Prospective Dental Patients
(ance the poem by Oliver Wendell
telephone the address to the
In Knox County
office, or mail a card. The paper , up the Atlantic. The public works '
Holmes that saved Old* Ironsides
board has the proposition under con
will follow’ wherever you go, and
from being dismantled.
will stop on notice when you ar
If your upper anterior teeth «front
sideration. and Senator Hale said the
The lecturer of Pleasant Valley
rive home. There will be no
President was Interested and well ac teeth) are in a reasonably good state Grange had charge of the evening
charge.
of repair, yet. must be extracted program which consisted of tableaux,
quainted with the proposition.
through abscess or pyorrhea, those
songs by H. Heistad and others, also
teeth can be used on your artificial
, ...__
, . .
. ,
. ..
history of some of our notable men
plate by an entirely new method thus;
by different members. The lecturer
j giving one precisely the same apalso gave an interesting demonstra.
! pearance.
j tion of modern canning.
If you will communicate with me
This was the 43d anniversary o{
2.00 P. M.
by telephone or in person before hav
i the organization of Pleasant Valley
C. M. P. CO. BUILDING,
447 MAIN STREET
ing the teeth extracted, I have what
| Grange and all enjoyed helping to
, I believe to be a very Interesting offer,
j this offer to be withdrawn after hav- i celebrate It. and Pleasant Valley susi mg secured six patients and is made tailwd her
“ high-class
' only to Introduce this type of dental entertainers. The day's program
44
restoration in this section.
e"ded with best wishes for Pleasant
Dr. Lee A. Ellis,
Valley and all its members.
A Three-Act Comedy by Esther E .Olsen
Phone 52-4.
Thomaston. Me;
GETS LIFE SENTENCE
137’lt

a cut on his head, he did not remember anything, except shutting the motor off, until he came to in the hos
pital.
While the respondent was on the
stand he was questioned about some
statements he made to Deputy Sher
iff Ludwick while he was in the hos
The case of the State vs. Fred pital. Newcomb testified that when
Brown of Rockland was the last to be Ludwick called on him he had just
tried by the jury this term. The ln- had a severe shock. He stated that
' nictment charged that John Stewart the nurses had told him that Mrs
and Fred Brown were guilty of armed Chebba was getting along all right
j robbery at Camden Aug. 27, 1933. and just before Ludwick called he
j They entered the Sandwich Shop of had been told that Mrs. Chebba was
! Hartford Talbot and took certain dead. Newcomb displayed consider
money and one slot machine, of the able emotion on the stand while testi
j value of $100. Brown was tried be fying about this. The jury returned
fore a drawn jury, with Sherbourn , a verdict of “not guilty," after dcKailock appointed foreman.
The liberating an hour and five minutes
County Attorney Burrows for the
jury returned a verdict of "guilty,'
after being out about 20 minutes. State: Weston M. Hilton and Frank
Harry E. Wilbur appeared for the re A. Tirrell for the respondent.
Tirrell, who was one of the de
spondent. John Stewart plead guilty
to this indictment at the beginning of fense attorneys, in the case of the
State vs. Russell Newcomb, did not
the term.
There were three complete jury discover until after the case had gone
trials yesterday and three verdicts to the jury that he and Mr. Newcomb
were schoolmates, back ln the first
rendered.
The jurors' pay checks were not as and second grades, in Quincy. Mass
• • • •
large this term, due to the fact that
Don
Wilson
pleaded
guilty to assault
at the last session of the Legislature
the fee was reduced from $5 to $4 a and was remanded to jail, pending
, day and jurors are not paid for Sun sentence.
• • • •
days and holidays. This is the first
In the case of the State vs. Paul
term for this law to take effect ln this
Locke, charged with the larceny of
county.
lead terminals from Sherman Lord
• • • ■
a verdict of “not guilty" was rendered
The case of the State vs. Russell
Henry E. Comins was appointed fore
Newcomb, charge of manslaughter,
man of the drawn jury. Harry E
occupied a day and a half. There
Wilbur appeared for the respondent.
were many witnesses for the State
• • • •
and several for the defense. The re
The case of the State vs. Elmer F.
spondent admitted that he had had a Gculd. an elderly doctor from Cam
glass and a half of beer and two den, promised to be one of the high
glasses of Bicardi, but denied that It lights of the term, but the State's
was intoxicating. He claimed that he principal witnesses claimed constitu
could not have been making any such tional rights and Judge Worster di
speed as was testified to by the State's rected It verdict of "not guilty.”
witnesses because he left the filling Henry E. Comins was appointed fore
station on Route 1 at 12.35 and the man of the drawn Jury. A. R Oillaccident happened at 1.25, by the| mor of Camden appeared for the re
same clock He claimed the distance spondent.
between these two points was 23
• • • «
Attorney Cyrus Tupper of BoothRockland Boy Succeeds Founder Of Chesebrough Manu-1:nlksHe said that just before the acci- bay Harbor was present at the Mon
facturing Co. On the Board
dent happened there was a strong pull I day sessions. Attorney Arthur L.
| to the right and he was trying to pull Thayer of Bangor was present Wed
The steady promotion which has the star of the Empire set, and the the car back into the road and after nesday afternoon.
been visited upon Arthur B. Richard- affairs of that nation fell into other { hc went across the road he just manson, a former Rockland boy who hands Leaving the land of dissen- aBed 10 escape hitting the first pole, The alienation case of Robert D
entered the employ of the Chese- sion he went to China, and finally to The left wheek dropped into the Dow vs. Fred Wotton has been marked
brough Manufacturing Co about 20 London where he has managed the ditch. After he struck the pole, which "neither party; no further action for
years ago reached a new level a few corporation s foreign interests, travel- blow resulted ln a broken arm and j thesame cause -

Edmund Cote, 30, of Presque Isle
Lermond's Cove frozen over this
i who was accused of the charge of
morning, but the gulls seemed to be slaying James Young, Blaine storeenjoying their reserved seats.
keeper on the night of Oct. 9 was con
victed in Aroostook County, and sen
tenced to life imprisonment at Thom
aston. Mr. Young's son has been a
member of the Waldoboro ball team
the past two years.

{college crowd are the new shell
frames with gold-filled hand-enPraved bridges. They are decidedly
1 youthful in appearance and. at the
I same time, combine strength and
comfort with their beauty. One
notes them in soft pleasing new am
ber tones and in cloudy greys the
former, however, more In favor.

TODAY IS THE DAY
THANKSGIVING COOKING SCHOOL

A PEACH OF A FAMLf
Thursday Evening, November 16
Pleasant Valley Grange Hall
HEAD OF TALBOT AVENUE
—with—

Robert B. Gardner

Irma Fickett

CRAZY WATER
CRYSTALS

AND AN ALL STAR CAST
CURTAIN AT 8.15

SPECIALTIES BETWEEN ACTS

TICKETS 25 CENTS

Is The Appropriate Time
To place the Winter Memorial Wreaths and we are
ready to make them to your order

You want fresh straw flowers for your house bou
quets, too. We have them.
Chrysanthemums are in blossom—lovely ones
and the season is short
Get Yours!

SOUTHERN SAILORS SHIVER

$25 HEWflRD

famous

SHIRTS

pi du/fd quhp
TEL. 318-W

days ago when Mr. Richardson was Ing extensively throughout Europe in------------------------------------------elected to the board of directors ln.the performance of his duties
NEW YORK STYLES
place of the late Mr. Chesebrough. | Mr. Richardson's oldest son Albert j
--------Brilliant
is at present at senior at Phillips- Accessories Play
founder of the corporation.
Andover,
preparing
for
Princeton,
Mr. Richardson began his connec
Role In the Mode—Other
tion with the Chesebrough Company and plans to spend the Thanksgiving
Matters
in New York, whence he was sent to recess with his grandparents, Mr. and
the Pacific Coast. His next assign Mrs. Charles R. Richardson of Park The trend toward lustrous shiny
ment was as salesman in the Cana street.
His second son. Frederick was re-1 accents in the mode is evidenced
dian territory.
Bidding good-bye to the North cently selected from his school, tc ; particularly in the newer accessories
American continent he went to play on a soccer team before the King which are being played up brilliantly
Russia, where he was located when,and Queen of England.
in New York shops Just now. Shoes
and handbags of suede so favored
this season—have taken on trims of

CAPE COD

SILSBY’S
371 MAIN ST.

RICHARDSON MADE DIRECTOR

ROCKLAND
131-tf

NOW

CONCERT

FOSTER’S TRANSFER
CERTIFIED TRUCKING SERVICE
ANYWHERE
ANYTHING
ANYTIME
Reasonable Rates
WILSON R. FOSTER, Prop.
Phone Thomaston-139-3

----------------- ?rrrW. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker
Specialize en Chimes and French
Clocks
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
Now Located at
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Rockland

BOSTON

DAILY TRIPS ,
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. M.
One Way; $6.30 Hound Trip
BE SURE YOU’RE SAFE
(Protect yourself with Railroad
Responsibility
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland,
and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland;
and B. L. Davis, Life Saver Cabins,
at Warren.

MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
TEL 92

99-tf

Smart Football Fashions

Harvard crimson, Yale blue and
Now Sold in Rockland by
Princeton yellow are some of the new
(colors football is inspiring In grand(stand fashions, with New York shops
Registered Druggist
featuring them particularly In ac
NORTHEND DRUG STORE
■■••
............. .. .. * t
mid shiny stltchlngs. One smart dis- cessories such as the matching
RANKIN BLOCK,
ROCKLAND
Landing Party From the New Mexico Gets a Taste Of pUy features shoes with matching velveteen scarfs and berets, the little
bag and belt in combination of rich i brimmed woolen hat with matching
Maine’s Winter Weather
brown suede and brown patent leath- ] scarf and glove cuffs, and in some of
er. The shoes are of high oxford the new belts with metal and cornResidents along the Northcnd wa- Well. It seems that the New Mexico. type with patent cuff and scuffless position trims. There are new soft,
terfront were amazed yesterday having completed her speed and en- heel. The bag is in envelope styling woolen frocks with rayon satin trims,
Will be paid for any rorn which
Oreat Christopher Positive Corn Cure
durance teste, was trying out her 14- with patent leather and suede inter- to be worn under collegiate coats,
cannot remove. ALso good for cal
morning when 10 boats from the batand
shooling ap. cstingiy combined, and is further ac- and smart tweedy suits with knitted
louses. Sold in Rockland by MC
LAIN'S SHOE STORE, 432 Main St
(tleship New Mexico put in at the en- paratus and was meantime lightened 'cented by an amber-colored corn- sweater blouses. Big buttons of
137*Th-152
{trance of Lermond's Cove and a land- 'of ber 503ts. The gun practice (not position bar clasp extending entirely plastic composition, wood, leather and
ing party swarmed over the side of target practice, as some thought) was across the top. The matching two- metal distinguish many of the smart
the dock.
I held 30 miles at sea, but because of inch belt carries out the same effect est frocks in football fashion displays
Frozen spray clung to the uniforms ,he offshore wind, the cannonading through a large matching composi
DANCE
of the 29 sailors, who proceeded in a was heard but faintly in this vicinity. tion buckle.
EACH COUNTY TO SHARE
Friday Night, November 17
Another display shows a very
very businesslike manner to build a
South Thomaston Grange Hall
roaring fire and erect a temporary
narrow black patent leather belt on
In a move to create employment
HEADING FOR HOME
Music by KIRK'S ORCHESTRA
a white crepe evening gown. This through road building. T. H. Mac
kitchen. A washboilcr full of coffee
Lucky Numbers Get Prizes
was soon sizzling, and the half-frozen Lindberghs Soon To Fly the Atlantic new style feeling for shiny surfaces Donald, chief of the bureau of public
Manager, Harold Coombs
in accessories is seen also in the new roads, called upon the state high
i .sailors thawed out into their natural
Stopping at the Way Stations
137’lt
j nappy-go-lucky selves.
satin gloves and scarves and ln some way department to submit by wire
It developed that most of them
Col. Charles A Lindbergh said in of the smart new hats with trims of projects for each county in their
were from the Southland, and quite Spain Tuesday he is considering fly jet, sequins and lacquered quills.
Jurisdiction to cost up to $5000.
unused to regions where it is 40 above
Shiny Costume Jewelry
ing across the Middle Atlantic by
i one morning and 10 above the next.
Mexico is inspiring some of the
With bright and shining accents
What they must have thought this stages as it continuation ef his aerial pepping up the whole field of fashion, strong new colors that promise to be
Of High Order
morning when the mercury was toy survey of the North Atlantic.
it ts perhaps only natural that we! verf important in cruise and southing around the zero mark is left to
He will not fly non-stop, he said should have a revival of Jet, and that J ern res°rt styles. There's Russian
the Imagination.
and it was indicated that, he may sequins should sparkle not only on influence, too, on the horizon.
The encampment on the Bicknell
—--------------follow the route originally mapped hats, scarves and jackets but as a [
Congregational Vestry
wharf had many visitors during the
medium
for
costume
Jewelry.
Smart
'l
OUR
FAVORITE
POEM
day, and the sailors' lardet was aug- by the late Captain Alan Winslow New York shops are showing sequin
There’s more to a shirt
Benefit Pilgrim Choir
------( mented by donations from thoughtful: and followed in reverse last summer bracelets,
earrings,
clips
and hare’nm2e'a "rele"^
Auspices Diligent Dames
than good appearance.
' citizens. The American Legion hall was ] by the Italian seaplane squadron
8 o’clock
Admission 35r
““me music at least once
bandeaux for the hair. These items! *"
a week The loss of these tastes Is a loss
It must have deep-rooted
placed at the disposal of the visitors J undPr the command if Italo Balbo.
are seen in gold and Silver, as of happlnesa -Charles Darwin
during the day and at night they
quality, precise crafts
I Col. and Mrs .Lindbergh, who sponsored by Chanel, and with a DRINK TO ME ONLY WITH THINE EYES
found hospitable shelter at The
manship, and look right
i were forced down near Caldclas D. plain black or white evening gown
Drink to me only with thine eyes.
I Thorndike. The guard over the boats
CONFETTI PARTY
And I will pledge with mine;
Tuy, by fog Monday on a flight from make a splendid brilliance. This
after months of wear.
took the form of seven shifts, so that
Or leave a kiss but in the cup,
ON THE ROLLERS
same glittering theme is carried out
Santona,
Spain,
to
Lisbon,
planned
And I II not look for wine
That’s when you appre
'no man was unduiy■exposed,
The thirst that from the soul doth rise
in new cravats and collars-for after
to
continue
the
Journey
yesterday
If
Doth ask a drink divine:
i "What was it all about?" you ask.
ciate Cape Cod qualitv.
But might I of Jove’s nectar sup.
noon frocks, vying in interest with
weather permits.
I would not change for thine
See them here now.
Aviation officials believed Col. the shiny satin cravats and collars.
I sent thee late a rosy wreath.
Eyeglasses Are Distinctive
Lindbergh might halt at Bermuda
Not so much honoring thee
As
giving It a hope that there
and the Azores on the return flight.
Eyeglasses ln a new flattering
L
It could not withered be.
TONIGHT
But
thou thereon didst only breathe
I
1
In this way he will have checked fly graceful streamline styling are being
And sent’at It back to me;
Clothing and Shoes
Prizes, Confetti, Balloons, Etc.
ing conditions In both directions shown this season, along with other
Since when it grows, and smells, I
Grand March at 9.30
310 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
swear.
across the northern and southern accessories for the classroom and
Not of Itself but thee!
Ladies' Night, Tuesday, Nov. 21
—
Phllostratus
(Greek). Translation of
routes over the North Atlantic
137’lt
campus. Particularly favored by the Ben Jonson.

D. L. McCarty

NOW

John Stewart who pleaded guilty
to armed robbery at Camden, was sentenced to 8 to 16 years in State Prison
tile charge of jail breaking on which
he was also indicted, being filed.
Stewart’s companion Fred Brown was
given a like sentence.
• • • •

Thursday, Nov. 16

SPANISH VILLA
RINK

E. BLACKINGTON

MAKE YOUR

ASYOU RE AD

Page Two

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Fear not, for I have redeemed
thee; I have called thee by thy name;
thou art mine —Isaiah 43:1.

ockla

A Real
Recommendation

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS

For Mayor

CARLETON F. SNOW
Of Ward Three
Ward One

Alderman—Donald L. Kelsey.
School Board—Louis Cates.
Warden—F. Evelyn Cates.
Ward Clerk—Lowell E. Tripp
Ward Two
Alderman—Capt. John Bernet.
School Board—Mrs. H. V. Tweedie
Warden—Harold C. Simmons.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris JordanWard Three

Ward Six

Alderman—Joshua N. Southard.
School Board—I. Lawton Bray.
Warden—James P. Aylward.
Ward Clerk—Israel Snow.

SMOKER HAD SOME FIRE
(-•-•-•“•“•-•-•“•-I

I

Bouts At the Legion HaU Tuesday Night Furnished Fans
With Much Excitement
There was no loafing and no pussy- i with Rookie Wright of Belfast, and
footing about the boxing bouts at at the same time lost the unofficial
Tuesday night's American Legion decision.
The semi-final bout between Walsmoker. It was a slap bang, give and
Qf RoekUnd and Jack

(Municipal Election. Dec. 4)

Alderman—Maurioe F Lovejoy.
School Board—Mrs. Ruth Elling- j
wood.
Warden—Albert M. HastingsWard Clerk—Mrs Hope Brewster.
Ward Four
Alderman—Maynard L. Marston.
School Board—Rev. E. O. Kenyon.
Warden—Harold J Philbrook.
Ward Clerk—Miss Hazel Spear.
Ward Five
Alderman—William J. Sullivan.
School Board—Harold Whitehlll.
Warden—Donald Haskell.
Ward Clerk—Raymond A. Hoch
Ward Committee—Walter Chaples
Harold Philbrook, Kenneth White, A
F Lamb.

*6.50
Nunn-Bush
Aukte-fashioned

OXFORDS FOR MEN
Nunn-Bush wearers come back for more. They're sold oa
Nunn-Bush quality and value—and they stay sold. Believe
it or not, about 8073 of Nunn-Bush sales are made to pre
vious wearers. That’s a real recommendation—the kind that
isn't earned unless it's deserved. And Nunn-Bush crafts
manship that builds quality into every pair is respoosible.

N O

GAPPING

«

t

.

NOSLIPPI N G

SPECIAL—Business Women's Street Coat3, in soft
shades of Brown and Green.

take affair, with large quantities of
earnestness and a considerable
amount of science, well mixed.
The curtain raiser found Kid Pine
of Belfast winning the unofficial decision over his fellow townsman
Young Moody. Both boys showed
much cleverness.
Kid Favreau had been having
rather the better of his bout with
Frank Larrabee (advertised as “The
Bog Onion"! until the third round
when Larrabee suddenly planted a
right hand punch to the jaw, and it
ivas tweet! tweet! for the Kid.
Don Robbins lasted less than one
Inning with Jack Furbush of Belfast,
and in that time he took a sound
beating which ended with a left hook
Referee Hamlin came in for a few
boos, but insists that there was no
’ "rabbit punching."
I Jack O'Brien ran out of atmosphere in the third round ot his bout

BOnney of Liberty was pronounced
one of the best fights ever seen in
legion hall, and some of the oldtime
ringside fans got ro excited they lost
their hairpins. It was toe to toe,
from bell to bell. Bonney, who had
been outclassing all-comers to date,
had the better of this scrap until the
third round, when Reynolds floored
him and proceeded to lug off the
honors.
Al Wilson knocked out Harold Gray
of Belfast in the second round with
two hard punches in the mid-section,
Gt ay claims that they were chance
blows and has challenged Wilson to
another bout two weeks hence. Al
promptly accepted, quite willing to
try hls luck again.
Matchmaker Hamlin is already
busy with plans for the next smoker,
and is especially anxious to get
Blondy Martin into the ring along
with Victor Johnson of St. Oeorge.

Editor Staples, Journeying To
Rockland, Sees a Chance
For Improvements

THE BUDGET declares a bonus to Mrs.
Thrifty Housewife.

SAVA

By popular request we offer againLA
LB.
TOURA1NE

STEAKS

27c

COFFEE

BONELESS SIRLOIN, 29c
ROUND STEAK, lb 19c
RUMP STEAK,
lb 25c
CUBED STEAK, lb 25c
PORK STEAK,
lb 20c
VEAL STEAK,
lb 25c

Stewing Beef
Hamburg Steak
Stewing Lamb
LB.

Key your budget to our Food prices and save
the difference

LIME
ORANGE

JELL-0

l{,4SPBFRRY

SHORT

SHANK
FRESH

CUT

10c

7

PKGS

29c

SHOULDERS

LB.

10c

COD STEAK

LBS

19c

SLH FD
•SUGAR
CURED

BACON

15c

FAIRMONT’S FROZEN FRESH STRAWBERRIES

ROADSIDE SIGNS

™ 25c

“ON MY SET"

Arthur O Staples, that talented
and versatile Lewiston editor does
lots of adventuring on balloon tires
nowadays, and quite recently has
been down in our own bailiwick. And
Our Improvrd System Calendar will be ready for mailing about
here are some of the things which
Ilf.-. 1st. lf you wish one, «rnd ten rents for postage and packing.
occurred to him.
BUYING THE GOBBLER
"No State has better marked high
ways than Maine. We mean the
Tbe Curtis Institute of Music
Mita Wood, Foods Specialist, Gives
road-numbers.
They are limited
broadcasts this afternoon over
Readers Valuable Thanksgiving
however to places where cross-roads
Wt AU. The program has local
ATTEND FRIDAY NIGHT'S SALES TAX MEETING
Hints
intervene and rarely is one placed in
interest as two of the artists are
AT CITY COUNCIL ROOMS
an unbroken stretch of road. We
to be Janet Bloom and Mary jane
"In selecting your Thanksgiving
think that while this is a good rule,
Mayhew, who with Charles Jaffe
turkey, look first at the amount and
tt might be broken in some cases
will be beard in numbers tor harp
quality of flesh, especially on the
where these stretches of road with
and 'trings. Mr. Bloom and Miss
breast, back and hips.” says Therse
out cross-roads are very long. It is
Mayhew were heard in the Cam
E. Wood, foods specialist for the Ex
so comforting to see the route number
den concert given this summer by
tension Service. "Plenty of flesh
every few miles.
the (amden-Rockport Lions Club.
means plenty of meat for carving Miss Corbett Pleads For Articles Which Must and Moths “8igns. at forks, junctures, con
There should also be a generous
fluences etc. of highways are not ln
Over WLBZ at 8 o'clock Satur
Are Bound To Ruin
amount of fat, to insure b tender, ,
good condition ln Maine. We tried
day morning there will be a
moist turkey.
a new way to Rockland the other day
Christian Science broadcast under
"The age of a turkey is distin Editor cf The Courier-Oazette:—
different clubs and societies can help via Saba tie. Oardiner bridge through
the auspice* of the committee on
guished. as with other poultry, by the
Oaoper's Mills and to the road fork,
Will you again allow me space in in this. Please do
publication.
flexibility of the tip of the breast I
Third: I do not think I ever saw one of which leads to Waldoboro and
ycur paper for a letter regarding the
The Schumann Club of Bangor
bone. Of course, you expect lt to
homes so bare, so destitute ot furni the other to Rockland. We comnper.d
r.yeds of my big family in Rockland
broadcasts every Friday evening
bend easily in young birds. Almost
ture and bedding as they are today this ride to anybody who wants to
First: The Thrift Shop and the in Rockland. Oh, the clothing, bed
at 9 o'clock over WLBZ.
any turkey may be cooked so that it
i make a day of it and drive perhaps
distribution
cf clothing. Ensign ar.d ding and furniture that Is getting ISO to 200 miles in the day. It is
is tender, but. a young bird is gen
"B-r-r-r," said Howell Cullinan
erally more juicy than an old one Mrs. Hands, officers of the local Sal moth eaten, musty and rusty in those perfectly lovely
this morning at a preface to his
"But after one crosses the bridge
and does not require such long, slow vation Army Corps, with the assist attics. You can't take these things
Globe broadcast. “Cold enough
cooking. A good turkey should also ance of some cf the women who man to heaven with you. Your relatives tn Oardiner and goes straight ahead,
for a cane." hc declared, and every
be well-bled, well dressed, and free aged the Thrift Shop last year, will will fight over them when you are up the hill and on his way, he misses
listener agreed.
from pin feathers. There should be take complete charge of all clothing gone, and cause a family feud. Why any definite signs Indicating whether
sent
in
and
its
distribution.
Most
of
not. give lt away and let some poor he Is on his way to Tlmbuctoo or to
no flesh bruises, and just as few
The Dallas, Texas, station
the clothing will be given away: soul have lt easier on their way to lhe Lime-City. There were plenty of
breaks in the skin as possible.
WFAA wa. coming in latt night
“ ‘How large a turkey should I buy?’ seme prefer to buy. and such monies heaven, who are having lt hard now. signs for South Windsor or some
with the strength of an Eastern
I fully understand and realize that other Windsor, but none to Rockiand.
I hear someone asking. That de will be used only, fcr work among the
t.ation.
»
a number of people are holding on to probably because that wonderful road
pends. in a measure, on how many poor.
The tremendous amount of extra these things because of ''sentiment," into Rockland was opened up only a
people are coming to your Thanks*
BURKETTVILLE
giving dinner. A nine or ten pound work placed upon my shoulder by but speaking frankly, sentiment is few years ago. We don't know as to
Eben Linscott of Norway has been
bird is a good choice for a dinner the "Federal Relief." allows me no not considered when the articles that; we passed over lt three years
where there are six to eight at table. time for the above work. I have ; have been moth eaten and mildewed ago, In the opposite direction. They at his home here for a few days.
Wilson Merriam of Union was
But, don't you like cold turkey as complete confidence ln Ensign and i They are given away then, and are hold the county fair In Windsor and
maybe that was why the road was overnight guest at Ralph Light's last
well as hot roast turkey and there Mrs. Hands, who are Salvationists of of no use to anyone.
That's right, do it now. telephone well marked; but Windsor was not on Friday.
is turkey soup, but that's another the old sort, self sacrificing and hard
workers.
I
ask
support
in
their
663-W
or 514. There's a family of our map, and we didn't know where
Linwood Mitchell has been attend
story."
' six, oldest 11. which needs a bureau. we were. We got out, went into a ing Court in Rockland as onc of the
work.
EXHIBITING OUR WARES
Second: Milk for babies and chil '.wo in fact. The wife has to put the farm-house after having walked into Jury
and tipsy
dren under school age. More than clothing in one corner of the room the bushes 10 study
Mr and Mrs. Charles Orinnell
Maine To Be Well Repre ented ut 2CC3 quarts of milk were delivered Quilts, blankets, comforters, furnl- sign-boards and the woman, hanging were at Will Greeley's In Liberty
Boston and New York Sportsmen !, la
winter. If ever there was a ture and clothing of all sorts is cut clothes said you are on the road Sunday.
to Rockland, all right.
Shows
time when this is needed lt. ls now needed—needed badly.
Miss Golda Boynton of Liberty
I wish I could persuade th? mothers
Fourth: Last but. not least, do not "At the Juncture of the roads to was in this place Friday canvassing
One of the most elaborate recre and fathers who are planning gifts forget the old folks at Thanksgiving, Rockland and Waldoboro we found for the Republican Journal.
ational exhibits presented by the for their children at Christmas to Take or «nd thym a basket, your exceUent new •*•“' But il U lhese
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Carlton of
State of Maine in years will be dis talk the matter over with them and grocer will fill one for you. I wi’l
°“t ot the way <™ss-roads South Union were callers Sunday at
played at the New England Boat and explain, that would they not rather gladly furnish the name. When that puzzk one' We intend in- ' Leila Turner's.
Sportsmen's Show in Boston, Feb. have the value of their gift go in the Christmas comes invite some needv s*xctl®n of
at cross loads.
Mrs. Florence Powell has moved
straightening of them; repainting of
3-10.
form of milk for some undernour child to your own festive board. It
into Mrs. Rachel Jacobs' house.
Fish and Game Commissioner ished baby. The lesson in self sacri will be a good lesson to your chil some etc. Take the turn of the road
Walter Jackson and Melvin JackStobie, whose department is cooper fice will help mold the character of dren of the meaning of the word “In at Sabatis leading to the route to ] son of Waltham, Mass., are visiting
! Oardiner. A stranger may have difating with the Maine Development the boy or girl in the right direction. asmuch”
Helen Corbett
I Acuity. A sign is needed at the turn Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Miller.
Commission, is supervising arrange For none of us llveth to himself. The
Work was finished at the Fish
City Matron.
in the village and again at top of the
ment of details for thc exhibit, which
Rearing Pools Monday and Mr Avery
hill leading to Oardiner—something will return to his home ln Winthrop.
is to be put. on at the Boston show to
Black 278. Newman 274, Jones 287, more than a route number.
WITH
THE
BOWLERS
picture to the thousands expected
Harold Scates of New York and
total 1294.
"As an adventure on Balloon Tires, Clifford Rowell of this place were
to be present at the recreational and
The Black Cause
we recommend, for a rather long ride fortunate enough to shoot two fine
“vacationland" opportunities provid
Merchants 5, Telephone 0
Snow's Snags ran into an obstruc
this trip to Rockland and If you are deer recently.
ed by Maine. Stobie also is one of
The telephone is a swift means of
tion of a different nature at the Star
not afraid of construction on the
Mrs. Vera Collins was employed at
the ten members cf the Development
communication but its bowling ex
Camden-Belfast road then on to Bel- the Sanltorium in Union last week.
alleys when outpointed 22 pins by the
Commission.
ponents were so far behind the Mer- .
fist and home to Augusta and Ix>wlsGeorgie Miller and Charlie Pease
Maine also is preparing to have Three Crows. Snow had high single chants Tuesday nght that a toll call .
,
ton via that beautiful cross-countr? and Mrs Oladys Cullinan are receiv
a display at the show in New York 11071 but was forced to yield hign' would have been necessary. Olendenroute through Liberty, Palermo etc.
Jan. 19-27.
total honors to Cummings, who is ning was the big chief, with hign "Or if you prefer, turn back at ing treatments for their throats in
Thomaston.
rather consistent that way. Tne single 0061 and high total. The sum Rockland and come home to Lewiston
A ONE-DAY SESSION
mary:
summary:
via Themaston and Wiscasset. It is from Auburn. What a aazzling scene
Merchants—Margerson 269. R. Perry
Legislature ( ailed Together Tutsday
Marshall ^7,,exactly 75 miles lnto the door-yard was the ocean that November day
Three Crows—Mason 508. Cum‘ 270* O’endennffig
To Enact Certain Ranking Laws
of the Sam-O-set hotei at Rockland last Saturday, Nov. 4."
mings 559. Horrocks 524. total 1591
Gray 279, total 1386
Snows Snags—Wall 524. Jordan
Telephone
—
French
244,
Colson
233,1
The Maine Legislature in special! 494. Snow 551. total 1599
Seabury 268, Smith 220, Stone 236,1
session Tuesday enacted bills to per
total 1190.
mit the Merrill Trust Company oi
• • • •
Sim's
Shop
4,
Lions
1
Bangor, larges: financial institution
Last night's results: Clerks 1404,.
Thc Lions took thc first string and
in the State, to reorganize with the
Perry's Market 1312; Telephone OlrisJ
aid of the Reconstruction Finance looked real ferocious, but alas! lt was
1260, Eskimos 1246.
Corporation and put it in a "70 per j thc only string in which Sim's Shop
Many extraordinary virtues have
cent liquid condition." Measures to took tlie count. Thc real cause of the
been credited to tea. Salada Tea
u
permit other state banks and the City Lions' defeat was Thomas, who had
claims only this—that it provides
of Ellsworth to avail themselves ol1 high siring (123) and whose hign Is the name of a new and very beautiful
the
finest cup of pure refreshment
total
was
one
more
than
enough
to
R. F. C. funds were also passed.
ballad (with recitation) which has been
it
is
possible to secure.
An attempt to put through three clinch tl. victory. Duke Annis didn't accepted for FREE reproduction in their
wi oo oua eaar
December issue (ln full sheet-music
bills to permit Loan and Building As quite qualify for the Three-Quarter siae)
by ‘ Magazine of Popular Music,"
sociations to exchange mortgages lor Century Club. The summary:
Los Angeles. Calif. Regular plano-coples
Sim's Shop—Simmons 253. S. Willis of this song will be mailed (postpaid)
bonds of the Horn-' Owners’ Loan Cor
the people’ of Maine at wholesale
poration and to make the bonds legal 2G8. J Willis 194, F Gardner 293, to
price. 15c; (coin, no stamps). Write to
POURMAN POPULAR PUBLICATIONS
investments for savings banks was Thomas 314. total 1320.
176 Hillside Ave.. Newark. N. J
turned down by the Senate.
| Lions Club—Annis 215, Nutt 240,
137*131
Ward Seven

Alderman—Augustus B Huntley.
School Board—Mrs. Oladys Jones
Morgan.
Warden—Alden Perry.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Frances Farrand.

,very-uther-i
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MEATS
SMALL PIG

Nicely tailored—Perfect fitting garments. Priced only

Pork Loins, 1

$10.75

W'hor or Half

GREGORY’S

DON’T LET THEM SUFFER

f*trLs.

'KL

A V[.B.

Boneless FRESH SHOULDERS, lb 16c

With 97rr ol the
Caffeine Removed
POI ND TIN

PIG’S FEET,
HAMS,
SPARERIBS,

FRESH

48c

lb 07c
lb 13c
lb 10c

Roasts

CORNED BEEF TONGUES,

15c
18c
12c
15c

ib 17c

In Dear Old Maine”

'SALADA' TEA

LARGE CAN

39c

CREAM FILLED

CHOCOLATE COOKIES, lb 10c
PURE TOMATO

2 lge bots 29c

KETCHUP,
SWIFT'S SUKBRITE

NEW PADNCn Middle Rib, lb 18c
NEW lUKIuD Brisket, lb 10c, 15c CLEANSER,

3 cans 15c

TOMATO OR VEGETABLE

FOR PIE MEAT

LEAN BONELESS BEEF,
ia
SAUSAGE PATTIES,
FANCY FOWL,

a ■■

lb 10c

2 lbs 25c
lb 20c

5 cans 25c

SOUPS,

■■■■

NEW CROP

MIXED NUTS,

lb 21c

EASTPORT SLACK SALTED POLLOCK

8c

LB.

SUNSHINE

2 lb box

SODA
CRACKERS 27c
SALT

COD,

lb box 19c

LITTLE NECK ( LAMS
EASTPORT BLOATERS

PILLSBURY’S BEST PI nilD
GOLD MEDAL

FLUUR

24i.. lb.
SACK

ARMOUR’S VERIBEST MILK,

BAKER’S COCOA,

$1.19

3 tins 17c

% lb tin 10c

GORTON’S

RUM AND BRANDY MINCEMEAT,

FISH CAKES 2 cans 19c

SWIFT’S TOMATO JUICE,

3 cans 25c

NEW CROP WALNUTS,

pound 25c

HEINZ SOUPS, assorted,

2 cans 25c

SPECIAL AND
DEMONSTRATION

CALUMET
BAKING POWDER
Lb Can 29c
PIF. PLATE
FREE
SW ANS DOWN
COOK BOOK

O,D

Ib 25c

Urange U
Marmak1 ide 9 k
V

/V,

homestead

LB-

Demonstration Saturday

TOLMAN SWEET APPLES,

JAR

peck

29c

FANCY TANGERINES,

dozen

23c

FLORIDA ORANGES,

dozen

29c

6 for
FANCY FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT, 6 for

21c

TOKAY GRAPES,

3 pounds

25c

bunch

12c

2 for

25c

basket

19c

3 for

25c

pound

19c

3 lb bag

35c

DELICIOUS APPLES,

FANCY CELERY—Crisp

FANCY CUCUMBERS,
BRUSSEL SPROUTS,
FRENCH ARTICHOKES,

STRING FIGS,
BLACK MISSION FIGS,
! »'<

BETTER A FACT

THAN A FANCY

POSTUM

Ib 14c

LEAN FRESH BACON,

Boneless Pot, lb
Boneless Rib, lb
Chuck, lb 10c,
Rump,
Ib

If yon can't drink
toffee, trv—

LB.

4 PKG.
PURE LARD 31c
SWIFT'S

s*

25c

EVERYTHING TO EAT

-5
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR
NU-VI-TA HERB & IRON TONIC
1. It cleanses the system.
2 It purifies the blood.
3. It improves the appetite.
4. It aids Digestion.
5. It tones up the system.
6. It regulates the bowels, and helps to
correct Constipation.
7. It is guaranteed safe and reliable.
Fieedman Medicine Co., Stonington. Me

til-l-iH

VINALHAVEN St ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician
i

38 SUMMER ST.,

ROCKLAND '
|
.

TEL. 136
197*19Q(f
1/1 "Jtl

i

Steamer leaves Swans Island at 530
a m . Stonington 0 25, North Haven 7.25,
Vinalhaven 8.15; due to arrive ai Itoc!;land about 0 30. Returning — leaves
Rockland at 1.30 p. m., Vinalhaven 2 45,
North Haven 3 30. Stonington 4 40: due
arr*ve at Swan's Island about 6 n. in.
B.H. STINSON

————— 117-tf

General Agent.

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Nov. IS—Baptist Men's League meets.
Nov Id—Warren—"8cth Parker Night’’
at Baptist Church.
Nov. 17—Mass meeting at City Govern
ment rooms. 7 30. to consider sales tax
Nov. 17-18 — Camden — Megunticook
Orange Fair.
Nov. 21— 12 to 7 30 p. m). Woman's
Educational Club at Bok Nurses' Home.
Miss Ellen Daly hostess.
Nov. 23-24—"Jerry of Jericho Road."
auspices Parent-Teacher Association at
R H. S. auditorium.
Nov. 30—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 30—Thanksgiving dance, benefit
Red Cross, Thorndike Hotel.
Dec 1-Rubinstein Club guest eve
ning. "The March of the Months."
Dec. 4-Clty election.
Dec. 6—Methodist fair.
Dec 0-8 — Thomaston — Methodist
Ladles Aid Christmas sale and supper

WEATHER
Yes, sirec, winter Is here. BIB
Seavey, who gets downtown earlier
than most of its, says it was only 5
nbove at the Corner Drug Store this
morning, and doubtless there were
some zero readings out ln the suburbs.
Thc temperature In Boston this
morning was 12 and the barometer
was 30.24 and rising. Rideout could
promise only that it might warm up
a few degrees this afternoon, and the
New York weather report said “fair
end warmer tomorrow," which offer*
some comfort.
~
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The annual State conference for
The Democratic committee of
boys takes place on Friday and Sat Ward 3 meets at Moran's office to
urday ln Lewiston, and with Princi night.
pal Joseph Blaisdell ln charge these
------Rockland boys will be privileged to
Huntley-Hill Post Auxiliary will
attend: From the high school the ' hold a sewing circle Friday afternoon
class presidents — Freshman, Russell with business meeting at 7.30.
Nash; sophomore. Carl Spear; junior
------Howard Crockett; senior, Charles
Ladies' night at the Elks Home next
Ellis. From the Methodist Church. Wednesday night will be in charge ol
Winfield Chatto. Francis Havener, Mrs. William Foster. Supper and
Carleton Brault, Burr Atwood, Har dance.
rison Sanborn. Stanley Gay and
Vernal Hall and family are moving
Raymond Gardner; from the Congre
gational Church. Charles and Fred-1 from Lisle street and wU1

FAMOUS ARPAREl WEEK

erlck Merritt, John Karl, Ted Ladd,
Edwin Edwards. Jr., Edward Hellier. |! street.
Jr., Joseph Emery, Jr., and Hervey
The November meeting of the ConAllen, Jr.
I gregational Missionary Society will be
I held next Wednesday with Mrs. John
THE ENROLLMENT BUGBEAR
I. Snow.

David Rubinstein is in Boston with
his family for the winter.

The fact that some Republi
cans have changed their enroll
ment to help
Democratic
candidate in next June's pri
maries has led to some con
fusion. Enrollment relates only
to the primaries where a voter
must cast his ballot according
to party designation. In an
election he is not bound by en
rollment; he can vote as he
pleases.

a

Public supper Saturday, Nov. 18
5 to 6.30, in Undercroft of St. Peter’s
Church. Baked beans, cold meat,
rolls, cabbage and potato salad,
sweets, and coffee, all for 25c.—adv.

$1.25 to $1.65

Llewellyn Modes-Wee Maid Frocks
You can buy better dresses at Senter Crane's

$14.95 to $29.50

THE NEWEST FASHIONS
'Leaving nationally/Janions names

Vnn

Raalte and Perrin

Gloves

“Because you like nice things"

69c to $4.50

Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fales have
moved from the Walker house, War
ren street, and will make their home
with Mrs. Fales’ father, William
Seavey for the winter.

Mrs. Alberta Young. Mr., and Mrs
John Marriner, Mr. and Mrs Orville
Young. C. K. Richards, Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Young.

No-Mend Hosiery

“You Just know she wears them"

•

Jesse M. Blacklngton, formerly of
this city, has been in a Yreka. Calif.,
hospital the past month, severely 111
with a carbuncle. Late reports are
quite encouraging.

Randolph E Ramsey, radio man
1 flrst class on the Coast Guard cutter
There will be a drill meeting of
The last meeting of Golden Rod I Kickapoo, has been detailed for a
Miriam Rebekah Lodge officers to
Chapter brought out a large number {course of special Instruction at the
night at 7.30.
of members who listened to a fine New London Radio School. He will
address by Dr. L. M. Richardson on 1 be there Several months.
Knox County deer nunters are re
“Electa," the occasion serving as an
------ported as liaving good luck right
observance of Past Electa Night.
Magazines are needed in the room
here in their own backyards.
One candidate was balloted on. Thv of Mlss Haaelteen U. Watts, grade
quartet gave one number and Dr. J.
McLain School, for the purpose
Rehearsal of the initiatory' degree,
A. Richan and S. T. Constantine.ct special
being carried on
will be held by Knox Lodge aftei*
sang a duet. Refreshments were there- Donations wiU be gratefully
Monday night's business meeting.
served ln the large hall with Mrs. received. Either leave at the school
Grace Rollins in charge. Her as- or n°Ufy
Watts there, (324-Mi
Mrs. Anne Alden will be chairman
slstants were Mrs. Maltle Spaulding, and tbey
be called for.
of the public supper at St. Peter's
Undercroft Saturday from 5 to 6 30. Mrs- Adelaide Butman, Mrs. Flora
Berry. Alfred Church and A. L.
The ^land Shells have their
Francis Fisher has moved ftoAi Briggs. The next meeting. Friday. work cut °ut for them Sunday after
Cedar street to the tenement in the Nov. 24. will be Charter Member noon *hen lhcy play 111 Waterville
against the Blue Eagles, which have
C. M Harrington house on Summer Night, with J. E. Stevens to give an
address
on
"The
Altar."
An
added
been scored uP°n only once thls sea'
street.
feature wiU be a tribute to the Bible , 50n and are nearln« the seasons end
unbea,en' 11 has the record,of belng
There will be a confetti party on presented by Dr. Harry Richards.
one of the strongest semi-professional
rollers at the Spanish Villa rink to
Rehearsals for “Jerry of Jericho teams in the State, and classed with
night- with prizes. Ladies' night
Road,"
the charming operetta to be lbe best tn the New England States
next Tuesday night.
given at the high school auditorium
Past presidents’ night of Edwin Nov. 23-24 for the benefit of the Parchallenge posted several weeks
Libby Relief Corps will take place ent-Teacher Association, are shaping ag0 at H^-’Y'ation Alleys by George
Friday evening at Grand Army hall, up so that already it can be seen tha Oay and Jeness Thomas has
with 6 o'clock supper. Mrs. Amandg a flrst-class performance will be been accepted by Russell Stewart and
Choate will be in the chairf given. Miss Adelaide Cross is coach
ing. and lends to this work native match t0 * rolled to™1™* night
Reservations for the dinner dance talent enhanced by special study a’. at 7 30' On
Dadd>'
at The Thorndike tonight at 7 for tbe New England Conservatory of °°^in and his ,our 5008 wil1 meet
the benefit of Knox Hospital may be Music.
The appealing story of a pi;ked team of Rockland bowle-s
arranged with either Mrs. L- E. Mc “Jerry of Jericho Road" is inter- here’
Rae or Mrs. F. A Tirrell. Whalen's
spersed with tuneful music and color
Privateers, eight pieces, will furnish
An enthusiastic meeting of the Re
ful dances. Among the latter are
music.
publican Club was held last night at
two of sharp contrast—the Minuet
the Court House and 50 charter mem
and
the Modem Dance. In the for
Tlie commision of citizens ap
bers were enrolled. An old fashioned
mer
are
Ruth
Marston,
Elzada
pointed by Oov. Louis J. Brann
__
_ with
__________
_ __
_______
rally
free supper
for two
hununder an order of the past Legisla- North- Catherine Chisholm. William dred
speakers and a general
ture to make a survey of public Wincapaw. Jr. Clayton Witham and jouWlcatlon jj pianned for nov. 21 or
school finances ln the state ls headed William Anderson, in the latter Rose 22 ln Tpmp]e ha;; fhe jatchstrlng
by President Sills of Bowdoin Col- Flanagan. Constance Snow. Luella
out
all
of Republican
lege, with Mrs. Lorena F. Sawyer of Snow, Viola Anderson. Virginia Flint. jytJ^tby. men and women alike.
Margaret Dunton. Ruth Gregory and ^fter supper seats will be available
Bangor as secretary.
Alice Hapworth. The proceeds will {or au w^0
j,ear the exercises
The World Wide Guilds of the Lit- go to the milk fund, the one big
_____
tleficld Memorial Church will give ar. j project of the P.T.A., and the tickets
A Red Cross benefit dance will be
entertainment in the vestry Friday have been placed at a low figure to givcn Thanksgiving night at Thornevening at 7.45. The program ia- enable everyone to attend.
dike Hotel, main dining room by the
Forty Club. Al Rougier and hls oreludes a play, “All One," a demon- ,
stration of the Guilds song, "Follow ' Mrs. Blanche Morton, president of chestra will be on hand, some extra
the Gleam," with pantomime, read the American Legion Auxiliary, an- special prizes for various dances are
ings and musical numbers. No ad nounces these appointments for thc i available and the affair will be run
season's activities: Executive com- "’Uh the Forty Club's customary
mission and everyone welcome.
mlttee, Mrs. Emily Stevens. Mrs. thoroughness. It is very much open
public and every cent above
Book Week for Children Is being Corinne Edwards. Mrs- Sarah Grit- 10
observed this week, and the display fln; finance. Mrs. Anne Snow. Mrs. bare expenses will be turned over to
in the juvenile department, of the j Emma Bradstreet. Mrs. Susie Lamb; the Red Cross. It provides a chance
Public Library, arranged by Miss child welfare and rehabilitation, Mrs. t0
a K°°d cause and have a good
Winifred Coughlin,, librarian, war Hazel Haskell and Mrs. Marian Ume doin« ilrants a special trip to inspect lt. A Waldron; house. Mrs. Elura Hamlin. J
BORN
full account will appear in Satur Mrs. Norah" 'Bennei* and Mrs. Mary
,
, ,
,,
_
DAVIS—At Rockland. Nov. 4. to Mr. and
day's Issue, and in the meantime Chapman; membership, Mrs. Peggv
Mrs. Theodore Davis, a daughter.
Sylvla Alma'
make it a point to see this display. Wishman. Mrs. Vivian Hewett, Miss
There wpll be a story hour for the Dorothy Snow; Fldac chairman. Mrs.
MARRIED
Waldoboro. Oct 22.
children tomorrow at 4 p. m., with Bernice Jackson; music chairman, GAMMON-HIIJ^At
by Rev. William Muir. Austin E Gam
mon
and
Miss
Helen
Hill, both of
Miss Madlene Rogers In charge.
Mrs. Carteen Nutt; memorial chair
Warren.
man, Mrs. Eliza Plummer; activities,
Members of the American Legion Mrs. Delia Day, Mrs. Jennie Sadler,
DIED
Auxiliary are asked to meet at Mrs. Geneva Upham; counselor for SHUMAN—At Waldoboro. Nov. 14, Fred
E. Shuman, aged 58 years. Funeral
Legion hall tomorrow afternoon at 2 Junior Auxiliary, Mrs- Susie Lamb.
from the residence Saturday at 2.30
o’clock.
o'clock for the purpose of relief sew It was voted to send $5 to the State
MANK—At Waldoboro. Nov. 14. Abbie
ing. An appeal is made to mem Department of Health and to send
J. Flanders, wife of Hudson Mank,
aged 69 years, 2 months. 20 days. Fu
bers of the Auxiliary, and to any $25 for the Christmas fund for hosneral Friday at 1 o'clock at residence.
„
.
.
_.
i
Interment
ln Comery cemetery,
others who may be interested, to pitalized veterans. The weekly sup- AMEU_At Hockland
. Nov.
Amo Amel,
contribute clothing for children and per will be omitted this Saturday ' aged 38 years.
adults—articles which can be worn night, the next to be Nov. 25. The
CARD OF THANKS
or made over. Leave at Legion hall, degree team has been invited to do
We wish to thank our friends and
for their kindness during the
or, lf to be called for. call Mrs. Hazel the Initiation work at Boothbay Har neighbors
Illness of our sister. Especially do we
wish to thank the gentlemen who acted
Haskell, telephone 207-J.
bor on Dec. 4.
as pall bearers.

Thc high class entertainment to be
presented at the Congregational
auditorium tonight is arousing much
interest, the outlook being for a weM
filled house. The program arranged
by Marshall Bradford will feature
quartet numbers by Mrs. Helen
Wentworth. Mrs. Kathleen Marston.
Almon Richardson and Mr. Brad
ford; readings by Adelyn Bushnell,
Florence Dean and Joan Berman;
vocal solos by Mr. Bradford, Mr*.
Nettie Bird Frost and Ray Pierceyt
and a piano solo by Mrs. Maybelle
Pratt Strong. The hour is 8 o'clock.
Tlie affair ls sponsored by the Dili
gent Dames.

I •
brings you

McCallum and

• Throughout the Store we have assembled
merchandise famed for its quality and
correctness. We have planned this timely
event for you women, who are seeking
better thingsl Who want merchandise made
to the quality standards of the NRA.

Warner and Modart Corselettes
“Just try one on"

$2.00 to $7.50
..

Skinner

Prinlzess Coats

?69 50

$
PrinliM«

• When last minute styles ore
backed by forty years experience
in fine coot making you have a
Fashion combination that has-put
frintzess Coots in o class by them
selves. Come in and see what we
mean. Try on these
charming styles —turn
them inside out. Note
the perfect tailoring,
feel the custom-made
fit that comes from
scientific sizing and
then buy what is one
of the very best coat
values of the season.

V

and Cheney Silks

"Look for the name in the oelvage"
” ihj
B
t

Pequot Sheets

j*

and Cases

Pequot sheets are America's most popular sheets h're.in’e they wear
longer and the finish Is exceptionally smooth. Di every way Pequots
are sheets we are proud to offer our customer*.

Rayon Maid Underwear
*

“Silk's only rtvM”

69c and 79c

Scranton Net Curtains
Watch your windows

$1.19 to $3.98

• You'll like the epaulet
ihoulderi and wide revert of
Seoline that trim the wool
crepe model at top. The
scarf collar on the coot that
•s centered is very new and
is fashioned also in Sealine
on a fine quality crepe.

• Below you hove one et
tho moil wonted coat stylet
ot tho season with luxurious
coro-vl collor ond Cloverly
nandled full sleeves. You’ll
find those ond many more
models in Ihe new seoson
colors — in woman's ond
misses' fillings, both in
regular ond holf sixes.

V<

White Swan

Uniforms

"Every uniform nicely tailored"

$1.15 to $4.98
' mZ

FAMOUS
APPAREL
WEEK i

These Famous Toiletries
They stand for Quality

Caron's, Guerlain's, Lanvin's. Du Barry's, Coty's. Bourjois. Yardley's.
Houblgant's, Roger & Oallet's, Renaud's, Hudnut's

■SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Lewiston is now having its troubles Will the United States recognize I an ordained Methodist minister in
Prom the other end of thc Second
YORK'S TAME DUCKS
District comes word that the Andros on account ot radio interference and Soviet Russia? Tills question lends 1904. He held pastorates at Soutn
Herbert York at Damariscotta Mill?
coggin Republican Club has been federal inspectors have been asked to timeliness to tonight's meeting of the Port, Dresden. Bar Harbor, Castine
Baptist Men's League when Rev. , and Stonington, after whtch he was nas a flock of domesticated black
formed.
check up on the tio’uble. Aceord-ng Jlenry F. Huse, guest speaker. Is to
' transferred to Minnesota in 1910. ducks. They disport themselves in
A mass meeting of all citizens op to the Lewiston Journal reception is have Russia as the subject of an ad holding pastorates at Caledonia, the space between the railroad bridge
and the highway, perhaps 100 yards
dress in which much interest ls being Tracy and St. Peter.
posed to the proposed sales tax will, nearly impossible at night there.
by 200. After dark this area is covered
manifested.
be held at 7.30 tomorrow night in City '
WERE YOU THERE?
with wild black ducks tolled in by the
Council room. Spring street.
Miss Helen Corbett, city matron,
call of Herbert's tame ducks. Never
News has teen received here of the
Final tabulation of thc paid at a duck comes in by day, but after the
Winslow-Holbrook Post has nurr.e r- wishes to deny the statement that she death of Rev. Warren Ambrose Hans
ous important matters to talk over, is in any way standing by, or aiding com, son of the late Rev. Sylvanus L. tendance at the Century of Progress law is on they come ln by hundreds.
and they will constitute an interesting Bert Larcomb of the Knox County Hanscom and Elizabeth Parsons j Exposition showed a total of 22,320,- As nearly as could be estimated, 1000
Hanscom He was born Jan. 16, 1871, 456 In addition there were 245,403 have been in this restricted spot at
meeting at 7.30 tonight. Refresh
Community Center. Miss Corbett
ln East Machias.
Mr. Hanscom tickets sold .which werc not used one time.
ments will be served.
wishes to state that she is standing by graduated from a theological school bringing the total of paid admissions
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
The Coast Guard cutter Fequot. the present Salvation Army officers. at Bucksport. He taught school for ! to 22,565.859 Attendance the final
Dec. 7-8 R. H S. senior play. "Climb
which has been operating in Penob Ensign and Mrs. Hand.
many years ln the east and became day of the fair, was 95.497.
ing Roues."
scot Bay. has completed repairing the
submarine cable to Half Way Rock
and is now on its way to Texas.

The monthly meeting of the Pine
Tree Scout Leaders Association will
be held next Tuesday at 7.30 o'clock
at the home of Scoutmaster White
hlll, secretary. 92 Pleasant street.
Capt. Carleton F. Snow, thc Re
publican nominee for mayor received
word yesterday tnat his mother had
sustained a broken hip as the result
of a fall at her home in Brookline,
and is now under observation at the
Baker Memorial Hospital in Boston.
Mrs. Snow, widow cf Rear Admiral
A. S. Snow, is 85.

A meeting of the newly formed
The new lot of Swing Frames late.headquarters
patrol of Troop 2 will
ly advertised will go on sale Satur
Lincolnville.
day morning at Gregory's Picture &
be held at. the homc of Scoutmaster
IN MEMORIAM
Framing Shop, 406 Main St. Over
Whitehill tonight at 7 o'clock. This
In loving memory of Raymond A
Crie Hardware Co.. Tel. 254.—adv. * Richards. Jr., who passed away Nov. 15, patrol consists of the scoutmaster,
1926
assistant scoutmasters, junior as
We think of Raymond In silence.
NOTICE
No eye may see us weep.
sistant scoutmasters, senior patrol
But many silent tears are shed
leader, all patrol leaders and assist
While others are asleep.
To the property owners in Ward 5
ant patrol leaders. Officers will be
Our
blessed
little
sunbeam.
and Ward 6:
Our child of love and care;
elected and plans made for continu
Only God knows how we miss you
The Gulf Refining Company has
ance of this patrol functioning and
Since he called you home up there.
asked for a permit to erect tanks, with
for progressive work in the troop.
They say time heals all sorrow
a combined capacity of fifty thou
And puts happiness ln Its place;
But never shall we be happy
sand barrels, on the Five Kilns' prop
Al Rougier and His Orchestra—
TUI we meet you face to face:
erty.
Mother. Grandma, Auntie and Uncle. Thorndike Hotel—Red Cross benefit.
A hearing will be held at that place Dorothy Invernlzzl. Constance Young. Forty Club auspices—Thanksgiving,
Grace Warren. Floyd Young.
•
Friday at 9 o'clock a. m.
Night, Nov. 30. Nuff sed.—adv
CARD OF THANKS
All persons opposed to said permit
Friends who have shown so much
being granted are requested to be kindness and sympathy during the ill Thc new lot 6f Swing Frames lately
ness, and since the death, of Mrs, Far adverftlsed will go on sale Saturday
present.
Signed.
rington Hart, and who sent the flowers
Oscar S. Duncan, Alderman Ward for the funeral, are tendered our heart morning at Gregory's Picture &!
felt thanks.
6, E. Howard Crockett, Alderman.
Farrington Hart. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Framing Shop, 406 Main street, over(|
Hart. Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Teel khd Crie Hardware Co. Tel. 254.—adv.
Ward 5.-—adv.
It*
family.

Closing Out Brewster Shirts
Disposing of Entire Line of Shirts
Before January 1st
SHIRTS

COATS

I have made up a quantity of my fine Custom
Shirtings into Ready-Made Shirts—very latest
patterns —

Also, shall run off at a ridiculously low price
an Odd Lot of Ladies’ Long Coats, Men’s Jack
ets, Ladies’ Sport Coats, Children’s Coats. Your
choice—

$1.50 to $2

$5.00

This is not ordinary shirtings; it is high
quality custom shirtings.
Needless to remind you that shirts are going
much higher.

Regular price $7 to $14

J. A. BREWSTER
Established 1893

CAMDEN

Telephone 2010

I

', -ymphony by the first and second
grades; Making the Canoe. Russell
e
n
•! n-iTi
1
hales; Baby's Cradle, Lilja Ohtonen?
Smart I uptls Diet 1 hemselves ,,celn "Indian Jo," by Ethel Wiley;
Proud In Education Week The Buffalo Hunt. Howard Maxey;
j F»od. Ethola Stimpson; Indian War
Programs
Dance, boys of the school, with
------Theresa Huntley as drummer; Tools
The visiting program lor Education and 'Picture Writing, Oerald Adams;
Week was very much of a success in Games, Theresa Huntley; poem,
the Schools enabling busy parents "Indian Children," Phyllis Smith;
and interest'd friends to know at just I "Columbus Story." Robert Martin;
what time to visit each school and Indian Parade. Charles Overlock,
aiding in the school routine most 'william Chapman. Leland Tracy. Arsatisfactorily. A total of 292 visitors j thur Adams; "Pilgrim Story,” Leona
were recorded for the eight schools, sidelinger; Indian Echo Song. Oerald
apportioned as follows: Malcolm Cor- Adams. Russell Fales. Leland Tracy
ner Primary, 32; Hinckley Coiner. 44: and the school; "Story of John Smith
Intermediate. 68; Grammar. 70; High, and Pocohontas." Theresa Huntley;
38: Mrs Fannie Tarf's school, 8, Indian War Song and Dance, school.
Pleasantville. 13; Anderson 17.
j Theresa Huntley was hostess for
The special programs were delight- the afternoon, meeting visitors at the
ful. and the value of music in the'door and conducting them to their
schools was clearly indicated. Mrs. seats, with the request thafeach visitNettie Vinal. music supervisor, was or register in a book which she carpresent to accompany every musical ried
program.
*
• • • •
Hinckley Conwy School
Malcolm < orncr School
At the Hinckley Corner Primary.
At Malcolm Corner Primary Turs- an "Indian Pow-wow" similar to
day from 2 to 3 the following num- Malcolm Comer was put on. Ann
bers were enjoyed, all the children Norwood acting as hostess to visitors
wearing Indian Headdresses of The program:
brightly colored feathers, and the en- gong. Yankee Doodle, school: Taiktertainment termed the "Indian ing picture. "The American Indian—
Pow-wow, an Indian tepee, a bright Indian Headdress. Prusciila Hastings;
campfire, a car.oe. ai,d bowk and ar- story of Squanto. Ann Norwood;
rows very prominent in the activities. Irdian log Houses. Marie Crockett:
The program:
The Dug Out Canoe. James MclnSong . "Daniel Boone." by the tire; Indian Dance by Grade 2.
school; poem. "Hiawatha." third Chester Spear Jr at the drums; Ingrade; talking picture. "The Ameri- dlan Bowls. Wayne Starrett: What
can Indian." study of which has been the Indian Child Has to Learn. Prisprc.iect «ork this term, was then cilia Hastings; Indian Poem. Richgiven with these numbers: Making ard Butler: Birch Bark Canoes. Ethel
the Wigwam. Willis Boggs: Clothing. Wotton; Echo Song, Stephen Nichols.
Joan Smith; "Indian Lullaby.” song. Alfred Nichols. Richard Butler and
by Joan Smith. Theresa Huntley. Le- school: Indian Tepee. Alfred Niclio's;
ona S.dclinger. Etnolu Stimpson. Lilja .Indian Girl's Dress. Marilyn RanChtonen, Agnes Tracy; War Dance, quist; Hunting and Cooking lhe Buf________________________________ falo. Irma Pietela: Indian Song. Sym
phony Orchestra ilrst grad?; Indian
Weapon. Henry Marr: Indian LOllaby. Ann Norwood: Indian Peace Pipe.
Muriel Anderson; Indian Signs.
Stephen Nichols: poem. Thanksgiv
ing Day. Priscilla Hastings; closing
song. "Little Indian Warriors, school.
All the pupils had Indian head
dresses of brilliantly colored feathers.
[Wood was lighted to represent a camp
i fire, a tepee stood near an evergreen
tree, and for the echo song a canoe
was used.

WALDOBORO

IN WARREN SCHOOLS

A CLEAR COMPLEXION 'courier-gazette cross-word puzzle |

Ml', and Mrs. O. E. Ludwig and
Ruddy checks—sparkling eye
Vcllis Weaver have (returned from
most women can have. Dr. F. M. Ed
Ox Bow each bringing a deer as
wards for 20 years treated scores of
M
3
2
1
trophy of the hunting trip.
women for liver and bowel ailments.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Childs of During these years he gave his pa
tients a substitute for calomel made of
7
5
b
I i -.viston have been guests of Mr. and
a few well-known vegetable ingre
Mrs. B G Miller.
dients, naming them Dr. Edwards
id
9
8
The schools in town were closed in Olive Tablets. Know them by their
olive color.
i b.ervance of Armistice Day.
iL
”1 11
These tablets are wonder-workers
1
An evening session of the Waldo on the liver and bowels, causing a
normal action, carrying off the waste
boro High School closed the observi6>
17
IS
IM
atic ' cf American Education Week. and poisonous matter in one’s system.
If you have a pale face, sallow look,
A full program of the afternoon ses dull eyes, pimples, .coated tongue,
26
1
2i
18
sion was given and seventy-eight
headaches, a listless, no-good feeling,
all
out
of
sorts,
inactive
bowels,
take
parents and friends attended.
lit
one of Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets
.<*
D. D. O. P. Maud Coffin and her nightly for a time and note the pleas
ttaff from Good Luck Rebekah Lodge ing results.
Lb
2^ FT
2,3 ZM V
27
Thousands of women and men take
installed the officers of Bethel
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets—now and
R beknh Ledge at Union Monday then to keep fit. 15c, 30c and 60c.
If throat is sore, crush
33
SO
31
evening.
and diMoive 3 Bayer
Aspirin Tablets in a half
hours
Ocorge
Buchan
is
in
Boston
this
glass of water anti gargle ac
1
IS
JH
cording to directions in box.
ROUND POND
week.
Almost Instant Relief
Mrs. C B. Stahl and Miss Betty
~ ~„
j x.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Chamberlain
38
37
3b
1
S'.ahl are visiting Mrs. Edward Con,
.
i leave for Florida in a few days,
Ask your doctor about this. And
nor
in
Bangor.
_
i
in this Way
MO
39
Funeral services for James Wood
Mr and Mrs charles Swett who
when you buy. sec that you get
have
been
guests
of
his
parents
Mr.
the real BAYER Aspirin Tablets.
who died Friday after a brief illness.
The simple method pictured above They dissolve almost instantly.
Ml
were conducted at his late home and Mrs Elvln 8wett have returncd
is the way doctors throughout the And thus work almost instantly
Sunday afternoon. Mr Wood, who t0 8851 305100
world now treat colds.
when you take them. And for a
was born in England, had lived in Alvano Havener who has been in
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
It is recognized as the QUICK gargle. Genuine BAYER Aspirin
Waldoboro many years. He became , Damariscotta for a few weeks has re11-A marsh
1-Mad
35- Above
EST, safest, surest way to treat a Tablets dissolve so completely
13- A period of life
5- Writing implement 36- A gull-like bird
naturalized during his residence here.: turned home.
they leave no irritating par
14- 0ne of the lower
6- Lace fabric
38- To boil slowly
cold. For it will check i
and was a highly respected citizen. Ocorge Pedley is in Portland where
animals
8- Church festival
39- Place
ticles. Get a box or 12
ordinary cold almost as
15- Ravea
He leaves his widow Mrs Sarah Wood he will have employment for a few
40- Territory (abbr.)
9- Part of the lea
tablets or a bottle of
fast as you caught it.
16- Prevent from acting
11-A measure of length 41-Used needle and
and a family of children, one of weeks.
21 or 100 at any
17- Not at any time
12-Girl’t name
thread
whom James Wood. Jr. has made his
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Bryant and
drug store.
20-Decay
14-Porter
home with his father and mother. Annie Ervine were in Boston over the
24- Raw metal
16-Project
VERTICAL
25- Vessel
18-Termlnate
DOES NOT HARM
The remains were*taken Monday to weekend.
26- Musical dramas
19- Venturer
THE HEART
____________
Chicago. where deceased formerly rePannle Mason wh0 has
in Ncw
27- Was firmly fixed
1- Leased
21- Bom
28- Duck-like water bird
2- An insect
sided, for intement,
, Hampshire for several weeks has re22- In no manner
23- Weep
3- Writing fluid
---------The Woman's Club met with Mrs S turned home.
29- Ever (Poet.)
4- More compact
31-Same as Oesel
26-Fur-bearing animal
Maker a uood Pupil." Madeleine Has- day, and Rev. H I Holt. Wednesday A. P Jackson Tuesday afternoon
5- An Engliih noble
33-Affirm
28-Look
sell. Marte Marr. Charlotte Moore, all being very interesting and much
yCar Mrs. Jackson contributes The Maple Grove Society met with
7- Afternoon parties
30-Armies
37- A brood, as of
. ,
. ..
Mrs. Sarah Svenson last week,
Ernest L Stagrptt. Jr Dorothy Lane, appreciated
pheaaanta
’
a musical afternoon to the program
32-Wanderer
8- A metal
Harold Moore. Robert Dobbins. Chesand the meetings at her hospitable Charles Ethridge is having electric
38- Sainte (abbr.)
10-lreland (Poet.)
34-Comfort
ley Adams. Paul Dalrymple. Howard
Pkasahtville Rural School
home are among the "High lights" of “«hu insttUed.in hU house
(Solution to Previous Puxzie)
Martin. Edward Wilson, Howard
The special program was given
the sessions. This year her selection Samuel Smith who has been workBorneman. Mary Dobbins. Raymond
Friday
afternoon
at
the
Pleasantville
__
jip
,n
North
Jav
is
now
at
home
MONHEGAN
Jenkins; vocal solo. "Noddin
sle
_________ among the composers was Franz ng m Nortn jaj is now at nome
School and thc different parts of the
Mrs. Lloyd Creamer of West Wal
Yattaw; "Ametica," school
Schubert. Mrs. Margaret Bond read
program were well done and much
Mr. anU Mrs Charles Field of Port
a story of his life, and his composi doboro was guest of her parents Mr.
t
njo.ved:
Grammar School
tions were given with voice and in and Mrs E. P. Richards a few days land are the guests of his mother Mrs.
Song. "America the Beautiful.'
This interesting program was pre
Hannah Ricnards.
1
strument. Mrs. Louise Miller sang last week.
school: recitations by Frances Leonsented at tne Orammar School:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Ethridge
of
Port"Morning
Greeting" and
"The
Mrs. William S. Stanley, daughter
THINK OF ITI Only $230
Songs. "America the Beautiful" and ard. Miry Young. Raymond Young;
Litany and Mrs. Nettle Nicholson |land were ln town over thc »«ckend. Charlotte, and son Banes, have re
Intermediate School
All
Through
the
Night,
school;
song,
"Dental
Care."
school;
recitaa day single .... and $4.00
Mr. and Mrs. Aurar.us Murphy ot
turned from a short trip to Manset
Edward ^onard phiU &m. "Who is Sylvia?" and "Hark. Hark,
Ai the Intermediate School, a musi piar.o solo. Winona Robinson, vocal.
double for this smart centrally
, ,
,
t
the Lark." both in excellent voice. New Bedford. Mass., are guests of his
cal program plus two health playlets duet, "Lazv Bones. Annette Haskell,
Fred Morong. government machin-:
located hotel.
was given, the latter very Instructive Virginia WyUie; recitation. "The mor's: hfalth march- school: 80n«' Mrs. Nicholson interpreted Schubert's Parents Mr. and Mrs. E. W Murphy
and the music well rendered. The Trials of a Twin." Edward Davis; Have You Brushed Your Tcflth?” "Serenade" delightfully on the violin. Mr- and Mrs- Corliss a°d Vivian ist. who has been installing the new!
recitation. Malaria," Helen Iott; reci- lecitations. Ruth Young, Beatrice Explaining the several selections as Richards of Woolwich, were guests horn on Manana, has completed his
program included:
Sengs by the school. "Cl'ar the tation. / Practicing Time.
Janet Merrifield. Llewellvn Pavson. Ernest
Mrs. Jackson gave Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. E. P Rich- work at that station, and gone to his
Kitchen." "Pop Goes the Weasel" and Ormdie: dialogue. "The Proposal Pay.*cn; a onc-act 'plat "Etty-Kett," ;he played,
home at Rockport, for a few days.
but what rooms they are I "Turkey
Evening In i ard5'
in the Straw;" Fred Peters Ruby Starrett and Ocorge Robinson: parts taken bv L!o»d Wellington. Bra- Scherzo in B Flat.'
Later, he wUl return and put up the-----------gave an excellent clog dance, and piano solo. Virginia Wylile; octet tnce Merrifield. Ethel Hutchinson. Venice." “The Minuet” and Im- J
new railing m the tower of the Mon- sorry to learn of his serious Illness at
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with it.pended to an encore, two selec selections. "Oh Light Bearing Star" Ruth Ycune; three-act play. "The
_ 2 and 4. __
promptus
Mrs. Jackson is
MEDOMAK
his home in Brookline. Mass., and
began Light.
L..UU J
private bath, shower, radio, circu tion- by 14 girls. “Halloween Night." and "How to Tell Wild Animals." Grammar Fairies." Stanley 'Young, E™'!!
hope soon to hear that he is making
Winona
Robinson
Dorothy
Yattaw
Lloyd
Wellington.
Beatrice
Merrifle
d.
accomplished
musician and the
and
“
Halloween;"
songs
by
the
school.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Oenthner and
lating ice water and many other
Mrs. Pearl Davis is a guest at the good recovery. Mr. Dunbar has a
Katydid" and Winds;" selection by Verna Robinson. Phyllis Perry. Mar- Mary Young. Pauline Young. Fran- piano solos were played with rare children Ralph and Clyde were Rock
features you'll be happy about chorus of 11 boys. "Night and Day;" jorie Yattaw. Virginia WyUie, An- Ces
Women's City Club of Boston and is summer home herc and
he and
Leonard. Ethel Hutchinson understanding of the compositions.
visiting the libraries in. and around
Dunbar have been coming tc
Haskell; piano duet. Winona Joseph Leonard, Percy Merrifield She was assisted by Mrs. Miller and land visitors Nov. 4.
piano solo. Chris tne Jones: violin nette
arvzf
Ifovlio
DnkincAn’
»nt4
—— a
------------Ue
hosUsses The Mrs. Linwood Castner and son Boston, in lhe interest of the Mon- thu plac? for manv yeftrg
jsolo. "Minuet In O." David White: and Verna Robinson; recitation. , Ernest Payson. Dorothy Simmons and
piar.o solo. "The Dream Beat." Ruth "No'htng to Laugh At." Sumner Raymond Young.—By Alena Starrett meeting of next week will be held in'John spent Wednesday of last week hegan Library of which she is libraMw Lida
of New Harbor
Robinson; piar.o solo. "Boat Song " Leadbetter/ recitation. "A Good Bov,"
the
club
rooms
and
Mrs
Florence
with
her
mother
Mis.
Ida
Miller
tn
r’an
has brrti the recent guest of her
'hirr.ian Simmons; violin solo. "Fairy Alfred WyUie; dialogue. "Morning
Hahn. Mrs. Marion Miller and Mrs., Waldoboro.
Mr and Mrs. Frank C. Pierce (Isa- sister. Mrs. Emma Field.
Waltz,' Bowdcin Miller; a playlet. Callers." Janet Grtndle. Dorothv Sim“Planning the Children's Meals.’ mens. Gertrude Lampinen. PhyUis
"CBc tty's
Nettie Nicholson will be on the com-1 Mr and Mrs. Thomas Carter ar.d bcl Tribler) who were recently mar-! Arnold BeSl. who has been seining
Kahryn Maxcv. Elizabeth Oxton, Perry. Verna Robinson. Constance.
mittee. the subject "Art Talks.”
[Mrs. Freda Collamore spent last ried in Portland, have the good wishes with Capt. Walter Davis during the
cWeck.
was
51*t STREET Jeannette Overlock. Paul Oxton Jenkins. Norman Cogan. Russell
•
•
•
•
Thursday in Rockland.
of their many friends on the Island summer and fall has returned to his
girls
Sherman Simmons. Christine Jones. Smith. Charles Stimpson;
Sore and
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
Fred E. Shuman
| Bernard Zahn shot a large deer
Capt. Earl Field has had a new' home at JonesP°rt
Dorothy Marr. Bertha Anderson, chorus selections. "The Bells." "Swing
ROY MOULTON
Stc'ned
Irene Simmons: duet. "Moonlight Low. Sweet Chariot;" recitation. Bill's
head put on the engine of his power
Samuel Clart of
Ficd E Shuman. 58. life long resl- j Wednesday,
|| Exwvrm Vica-Frai. and Managing Ow
Waltz." David White and Bowdoin ln Trouble." Edgar Deane; recitation. Constantly"
dent of Waldoboro and for the last! Mr
Mrs MerWn Benner and boat "Sylvia
) occupied the pulpit at the morning
W»ITt rO« DESCeiFTIVE IOOIIR1
"A
Lost
Child."
Oertrude
Lampinen:
Miller; a playlet. "A Healthy Child
and evening church services Sunday.
20 ycars local manager for the Cen- Mrs H*11* Merr111 ol Waldoboro were
recitation. "The Bravest Boy In Resinol Healed It
Ernest Brackett is in New Harbor
Banes Stanley Is in Bath.
tral
Maine
Power
Company,
died
sud«
Mrs
MerrUl'a
old
home
plaac
last
Town." George Robinson; dialogue,
for a few days, and Miss Aline Morse
"Pulling Sam's Tooth." Alfred WyUie, | “When my little Betty was two deniy at his home Tuesday morning.: aee!tThe school boys ana girls have
months old, she began to suffer
Carl Perry. Annette Haskell. Virginia from a skin trouble on her neck He had been ill since Saturday with Will Little of Malden, Mass., visited is managing the store in his absence. |I formed a club and meet every Friday
FLORIDA
Coots have been on the menu late
WyUie. Eugene Dalrymple; song by which lasted several months. It what was believed to be indigestion IMr and Mrs Tll0mas Willey last
evening. Miss Lelia Richards is ln
thc school. "Stars of the Summer was very sore and itched constant
ly. as Harrison Hutchins. Leslie Davis
MIAMI’S
charge.
but
his
condition
had
improved
and
I
Sunday.
Night;" “America." school, the fifth 1 ly. I tried many recommended
and Dwight Stanley have been gunIdeal Retort Hotel
Mrs. Raymond Chadwick is ill at
and sixth stanzas, as requested by ' 1 real ment*, hut nothing seemed to ! It was thought that he would soon Congratulations are extended to ning and they brought back plenty.
Convenient to ail pointe of interest—Modern in every way
Mr. and Mrs Lester Teele I Nellie
Miss Florence Hale, former president help. Finally I bought a jar cfr I recover.
her home.
Willie
Woodward
and
family
of
[
Resinol
Ointment
aVd
a
cake
c
An enjoyable view (rom our spacious ground-floor porches, which
of the National Educational Associa
Mr. Shuman had served on the [Oenthner. who were married Nov. 4 Manana are on a ten days' trip to | Later on, you will see in the paResinol Soap. In a short time her
surround the hotel
Many rooms with private balconies
tion of America, to be sung tn every neck was very much improved,
,
board
of selectmen, was a member of They will make their home with Mrs. Jonesport. Manville Davis is substl-1 P^rs’ and
Ute store windows "Shop
school during National Education and it was amazing to see hew
HOTEL
King
Solomon's Lodge of Masons Teele's parents on Long Island.
Week
tuting at the station during Mr early." Some of our good neighbors
quickly it healed." fJmmft-Mrs.F.A.’
• A'tfmr on rt
Reading. P*.
j Germania Lodge of Odd Fellows and Thomas Carter is driving a new Woodward's absence.
In everything rendered there was
believe in so doing, as we understand
Booklet
shown skill and thc ability to enter tor frpf trial«i»e p»kue ofoimment the Lions' Club. He is survived by his Chrysler sedan.
Ira Achom has received a fine Cenand Soap with booklet on Skin Treatment,
on
The ho es in the wharf, here, there .
._
_
,
tain. a very worthwhile program.
write to Resinol, Dept. 46-A, Baltimore, Md
wife. Mrs. Theresa Barnes Shuman; a Mrs Hazel Benner who has been
J
.
’
' „ J turv of Progress Radio as a Christmas
Application
and
everywhere,
have
been
well
filled
daughter Mrs. Hazen Chase ot visiting her sister in Rockland re
Drcscnt
Anderson Rural School
in by 100 tons of crushed rock.
Holyoke, Mass; brother Harry Shu turned home Saturday.
At the Anderson School, North
Friends in town arc glad to hear
man of Waldoboro, and sister Mrs
Mrs. Jay Connaway and lltli'
Warren, the pupils did their part and
that John Miller of Waldoboro is daughter Leonabel who have been
SUNSET
Mary
Bush
of
Lisbon
Falls.
more in providing the following pro
Funeral
services,
with
the
Masons
'
recovering
from
his
recent
automobile
visiting in New York city and Con
gram for their visiting day Friday:
Mr. and Mrs. Harold H. Wilson of
"Welcome," Roy Harrington; "No
in charge, will be conducted at the accident.
necticut have leturned, Mr. Conna
Rufus Teele spent thc weekend in way going tit Thomaston to meet Watertown and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
vember Fun." Olive Robinson; read
home Saturday at 2.30 p. m.
ing, "The First Thanksgiving," Carl
Boston.
J. Marettl of Dorchester, nephew and
them.
Erickson. Stanley Robinson, Curtis ,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Russell and
niece of Joseph A. Rayres, spent the
GROSS
NECK
Tolman. Baxter Tolman. Maurice
Harold Clifford, school superin weekend with him at Sunset. Joseph
children
of
Marblehead.
Mass
spent
Alholm. Richard Burgess; play. "In
tendent, was here Friday. In the
1621." Esther Neiml. Madelyn Har
Mrs. William Gross and Mrs- Wil the weekend with friends on Long evening he gave a short talk in re A. Rayncs, who is remodeling the
homestead of his brother the late Ro
rington. Mildred Lennox. Ernest Erkliam K. Winchenbach were guests Island.
IN NEW YORK CITY
kila. Woodbury Robinson; "Mother of
Mr. and Mrs. M A, Simmons and gard to the school, after which music land Raynes of Sunset, is having
Sunday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Linwood
and old time songs were also enjoyed many callers. Miss Fanny Hosmer
ThankSgiving.”
Esther
Neimi: 1
son of Friendship were calling on
Castner at Medomak.
w Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
“Something tb Be Thankful For."
Mrs. Charles Dyer of Lighthouse who is 90 years of age has just made
friends in fbwn last Friday.
$250 OOUILI
Mary Burgess; play. "A Real Thanks
SINGIC J|5(>
Sylvester Simmons returned home
Hill entertained at cards Friday eve him a visit.
Mrs.
Verdie
Kimball
and
son
Lloyd
giving." Madelyn Harrington. Reino
Direction of B J. Carrot
Sunday after spending several weeks
ning. At the tables were Mr. and Mrs.
of Saco are visiting her mother Mrs.
Hill. Maurice Alholm. Fred Burgess.
HOTtl YORK -7th Ayr. and 36th St. — 1 minute Penn. Station
with his daughter Mrs. Carrie Wal
William S. Stanley, Mrs. Starr Pierce
Esther Neimi; "A Pilgrim Maid." Eila
HOTIL GRAND- Broadway and 31 *1 Si.— 2 minute, Penn. Station
Martha Prior.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Femald, Mrs
lace ln Bremen.
Reutta; "Granny’s Story," Madelyn
HOTEL ENDICOTT-Columbus Ave. and 81st St.— Opposite Perk
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Genthner en
Harrington;
"Dream
of
Goblins,"
HOTEL MARTHA WASHINGTON ter Women - 29 East 29th St.
Mr and Mrs. Alton Simmons and tertalned the Whist Club last Satur Farrar and the host and hostess. Mr
Quicker to
Yield quicker
Glenice Harrington.
and Mrs. Dyer. Refreshments were
children spent last week with her day evening
double action of
• • • •
IN BOSTON
IN CHICAGO
served, and the party adjourned
| Hotel M.incer, No. Station, $2.50 up.
Hotel Plaza, No. Ave. A: No. Clark St. >1.50 up
parents Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hatch
At the school taught bv Mrs. Fan
planning to meet the (comTfifc week
nie Tarr, Tuesday, a newspaper writ
of Waldoboro.
APPLETON RIDGE
with the William Stanleys.
ten bv the children was very unique,
Mr. and Mrs. William Thome and
with real headlines and personals, in '
Friends of Robert Dunbar are very STAINLESS now, if you prefer.
daughter Luella were in Wiscasset ■ Hiram Burgess and Frank Cooper
addition to recitations by the six
of Belfa.t, were Sunday evening
Tuesday.
pupils. Marion Wallace. Vernal Wal
lace, Leona Jones, Philip Blacking- J
John Johanneson of West Waldo visitors at Austin Towle's.
ton, Joyce Hills and Theodore Siili.
Mrs. Gertrude Moody. Mrs. Esther
boro was a caller Monday at W. A
»9* * *
Moody and son and Miss Ruth Moody
Gross'.
High School
Mr. and Mrs Dewey Winchenbach were in Ellsworth last. Thursday
Musical selections opened the
and
daughter Eleanor of West Wal- guests of Mrs. Alice Moody Buck.
Thursday afternoon program at the
High School as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. James Morse. Jr., of
BOSTON, MASS.
deboro were visitors Tuesday eve
III UON STREET,
700»°°
Chorus. "You Can Smile.' and "The
ning with Mr. and Mrs. William Weymouth, Mass., and Mrs. Flora
Old Rugged Crass." accompanied on
, A-—
Thorne.
Lowell of Portland were sujgser
piano by Miss Pauline Starrett and
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley spent last guests Saturday of Mr- and Mrs
! violin by Beatrice Haskell; vocal duet.
tk.
“The Church by the Side of the
week with her daughter Mrs. Irvine Austin Towle.
lioiated nn Bea<mi
Road.” Avard Robinson and Ahti
Hill next In thc
Genthner at Broad Cove.
Mrs. Ella McLaughlin and Charles
State House
Hirvcla; violin solo. "Schubert's Sere
Mrs. Eldora Gross and Mrs. Wil Schaller were dinner guests Sunday
nade." Miss Beatrice Haskell, accom
liam Thome and daughter Luella at A. O. Pitman’s, the special occa
panied by Miss Pauline Starrett, Miss
spent last Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. sion being the observance of the
Haskell also ’ played an encore; |
"America,” fifth and sixth verses by
William K Winchenbach of Dutch birthday anniversaries of Charles F.
the school.
Neck.
Just a few minutes' walk tn the theatre, financial
Newbert and Mrs. McLaughlin.
The students of the High School
and shnpping centers
were fortunate to secure as speaker
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Buck of Ells
for the afternoon Rep. Louis A. Walk
worth were weekend guests of her
er of Rockland; his subject, "The
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Moody.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
Economic Short Circuit." Closest at
If poorly functioning Kidney, and
Bladder make you eurfer from Getting
tention was given him, and it was well
Temperance Day was observed
PHONE ROCKLAND 115
Up Night*. Nervoueneee. Rheumatic
deserved, as through ready wit and
o»«*
Rooms without bath, $2.00 up; with bath, $3.00 up
8unday at the Baptist Church with
Pain*. Stiifne**, Burning. Smarting,
clear, concise speaking. Supt. Rowe,
Itching, or Aridity try the guaranteed
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
appropriate exercises under the di
Doctor’s PrescriptionCyatexlSies-texl
spoke to the High 8chool students
ff*a/o4aav ~Mu,t fix you upur money
rection of Mrs. Julia Currier,
Monday. Rev Howard A. Welch. Tues-

•

Here’s Quickest, Simplest
Way to Stop a Cold

>2v
* ADAy|

1OOO ROOMS

GRALYNN

eviect

p
VoteV°r

yO^ 111

Children's Colds

^ev^°v^

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE

SOCONY

ibaVVAVo*

RANGE OIL
for oil ranges

CLEAN
PROMPT
BURNING
DELIVERY
ECONOMICAL

New Lower Rates

Help Kidneys
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back, umg 76X at tfruzalata.
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Every Other-Day

UNION
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ROCKPORT

Mr. and Mis. Chester Rofcbins of
Mrs. G. F Currier and children
Southwest Harbor were at Edmund
' and Miss Helen Small were dinner
Harding's over thc holiday.
j guests Saturday of Miss Helen DunThe Methodist ladies' aid is to hold j
1 bar.
an all-day mce'.lr.j in the vestry Fn-j
Clarence Fish and his Rollickers
day.
(, If you are “run down” or out of
Mrs. Eva Sterrett came home from condition, if sluggish bowels have will furnish the music for the social
Knox Hospital Thursday and Is doinj j allowed poisonous impurities to and dance to be held at Community
well. Mrs. Myra Woodell Is with her.1 j accumulate in -your system, you i hall. Simonton, this evening.
Mr and Mrs Allis Whi c ol Au*
..^le to suffer from
The Trytohelp Club met Monday
gusta were in town Saturday ca 1 n; “feverish” colds.
j evening at the home of Miss Helen
on relatives.
-I
Small with Mrs. Alice Marston as
Mrs. Sadie Burgess is in Searsmont j
I hostess. Arrangements were made
for two weeks.
—
’ for the annual birthday party which
Laxative Worm Expeller
Leroy Wentworth, nir.e-year-o'd'
will ward off or lessen these attacks by is to take place next Monday evegrandson of Mrs. Clara Wentworth, j giving relief from constipation.
j ning al. the Baptist vestry. Each
Is ln Eastern Maine General Ho p.- (
member Is privileged to Invite a
Mrs.
E.
W.
Stephan
of
31
Kentai, Bangor, suffering from a broken j
guest.
There will be a program and
berma Road, Dorchester, Mass.,
leg and injuries to thc spine, rcceivea I
writes: — “It was recommended refreshments.
- A.'*
ln an automobile accident r.eir hhi,
Miss Marion Weidman entertained
' •'<''-v .'
to me by a relative wbo had used
home at Winter Harbor
_
| it for years,
and I in turn most at dinner and bridge Monday eve
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Orant were at, 8ujCereiy recommend it, most of ning, her guests being Mrs. Cora
Ralph Young's lor the holiday and ajj for children, but also as * ' Talbot. Mrs. Ibra Ripley and Harry
weekend. Mr. Grant returned to I laxative for adults.”
j Pratt, of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs.
Wakefield Sunday, Mrs Grant ret
A Successfully used for 81 years.
William Talbot of Portland. Miss
maining here until today.
i Mattie Russell and Miss Della LarMrs. Carrie Wentworth who hat.
How tfreYOUR
i son.
been visiting in Thomaston return**'
Mrs
Albert
Larson
has
returned
GRACE C. YOUNG
home Friday.
I from Rockland where she has been
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Fuller re
' recuperating from a recent illness at
[Communicated!
turned last week from a visit of t,wo
the home of her mother Mrs. Cath
The endless procession of wayweeks with relatives in New York
erine Thompson.
city and Old Greenwich, Conn.
farers, winding its way over the hill
Mr. and Mrs. John Marriner who
Mr. and Mrs. R. Bliss Fuller mo top of life towards the sunset, has i for several years have resided on
tored to Portland Sunday and were taken from Matinicus another well, Main street, are moving this week
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. loved friend and neighbor in the i g) West Rockport.
Thomas H Douglass of Brighton person of Grace Clifford Young
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Oliver, who
avenue.
whose death occurred Oct 26. after have been occupying The Birches on
Foot tapping... table drumming Watch your nerves. Get your full
Callers Sunday at Alex Puller's an illness of only two days. With Beauchamp avenue the past month
...just can’t sit still...Immedi amount of sleep every night. Eat
were Mr and Mrs H F. Sawyer of the passing of an old friend we al- returned Saturday to Wakefield,
ately you brand such a person as regularly and sensibly. I'ind time
West Medford. Mass., and Mr. and ways remember the days and events 1 Mass.
lacking in poise... “jittery.” Foot for recreation. And smoke Camels
Mrs. Elery Townsend of Thomaston. associated with her. If all those who
Preparations for the coming
tapping is a definite sign of jan — for Camel's costlier tobaccos
Next Saturday evening the Wom have shared the genial hospitality basketball season are now underway.
gled nerves... nerves out of tune. never get on tour nerves.
an's Community Club is sponsoring a of Mrs. Young's home could come to The locals began practice last week
and
thread. ,„||
<>f .Iron,
bridge party at the new High School gether for a memorial service, what and this week the high school teams
•nd n~.il. ,wdv. jn
Hold th. «h~.5
gymnasium for the public school’s a large and varied group it would are taking it up. the boys' team prac
ihro"«h ,h.
w.thoutXX
«n«r. of th. ri„ht hand Th..
w,,h 'he
Music Maintenance Fund. A large be, yet each would speak of her gen- ticing on Monday evening and the
eve on th. third try.
h *ver*ce .core „ hit,jn< {h#
fcxvivSilffAftF r IKS
attendance is hop"d for, to enjoy thc erosity and kindliness and more than girls' team starting tonight.
Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
game and also thc hot frankfurters one would remember her remarkable I
Mrs Ida Ingraham of Camden and
tobaccos than any other popular brand of cigarettes!
and good hot coffee that is premised. I ability to organize and complete a ,
Anna Colby of Edgecomb have been
U»prri<ht. IKl. R ,
• • . •
big day's work.
guests this week at the home of Cap*,
Stone School Notes
Although since early womanhood and Mrs. Ernest Torrey.
Miss Margaret McKnlght visited
she had led a busy life in caring for
Dec. 14 has been set. as the date
school last Wednesday.
a large family, no community need of the Baptist Christmas sale and
Mabel Roy was 111 one day last
cr call for help ever found her un- supper which will be held at the
week.
ready to give of her time, her talent, church vestry.
Some very good compositions on
and her possessions, but always she J Mrs. Edna Robbins and Mrs. Emma
•'Pilgrims'' have been written by the
was among the first to volunteer In 1 Torrey were in Camden Tuesday eveupper grades.
Cleo Drew, Phyllis Nelson. Cecile ( NORTH WASHINGTON
any
good cause.
i ning to attend a party given by Mrs.
The eighth grade has made booklets
APPLETON MILLS
DEER ISLE
VINALHAVEN
Columb. Elsie Homquist. Mary Os- j
Those who knew her best cherish Mabel Keller at her home,
of Canada
Archie Lenfest was the lucky
The meeting of the Weidman class
Twenty-two of the C.C.C Camp
Miss Mary Neilton has returne-1 good. Harry Snow. Leon Arey, Ho
Mrs. Mae Dunham is visiting rela
Education Week was observed and happy memories of her musical acratio Torfason. Curtis Webster. J hunter here Saturday bagging a fine
from a week's visit with relatives in
there were six visitors. Friday attcr- ccmplishment Thc family of Brad- of the Methodist Church was omlt- boys have established their headquar tive' and fri?nds ln Sunshine.
Tudor Peterson, Elmer Coombs, Wy-' 6-polnt buck deer It is reported that
noon the following program was bury and Drusilla Young comprised ted Tuesday owning to the evening ters at the Taylor place, and are The senior class of the high school Rcckland.
Game Warden Davis has inspected
scouring
the
old
apple
trees,
etc.,
tryj
man Guilford. Edwin Woodcock.
Rrp
W
Adelbert
Smith
left
Tues|
a
quartet
of
unusual
quality,
Grace
session
of
school.
Is
to
present
a
play
Nov.
17
entitled
given Landing of the Pilgrims. Mar11 deer from Palermo, and 25 from
ing
to
extermina^
the
gypsy
moth
A'.'antic
Royal
Arch
Chapter
meets
Mr and Mrs Edwin 8tonns re.
day for Augusta to attend a special I
"Cranberry' Corners."
garet Jones; The Little Pilgrims, being the soprano and accompanist
Searsniont. thus far this season.
They
reported
finding
ICO
of
the
motns
Thc
tenor
had
already
passed
on
but
I
tulwd
Tuesday
night
from
a
few
tonight
Thursday
Mrs. Louise Knowlton Is in Phila session of the Legislature.
grades 1 and 3; song, Lucille Roy;
Snow arrived here early this year:
visft with Mr
Mrs John ln an old app'.e tree on one of the delphia for the winter.
Union Church Circle supper at the
Union Church choir will meet Fri
The First Thanksgiving, Mabie Roy: the contralto and baritone are still I
Nov. 9. 2 inches fell; Nov. 11. 2'i
back
reads.
vestry
tonight
at
5.30
with
us.
For
a
long
time
Orace
was
f
Newman
in
KocUland
Thank-You In the Farmyard—Carrie
A party of hunters left Saturday day evening with Mrs. Leroy Ames
Annual meeting of Moses Webster Inches;- making 4'<2 Inches of snow
Mrs. Pher.e Ripley is spending the afternoon for the big woods Among for rehearsal.
Canty, Robert Heath, Christine Up church organist and music leader.
A large number of Interested par
before Nov. 13. Where is our Indian
Donald Poole has been nominated' Lodge was held Tuesday night and |
ham. Georgia Norwood, Geneva Blake. The artistic temperament was also ents and friends attended the ses winter with her friend Miss Adna them were P. J Eaton. Russell Brown.
Summer?
manifest
in
her
love
of
beauty
and
these
officers
elected:
Worshipful
Pitman.
John Upham, and Athleen Upham;
Emery Cole. Edw. Howard from Eagle for membership on the Junior week
sion of school held Tuesday evening
master. James Smith; senior warden.' Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Oates from
The Mayflower, Georgia Norwood; harmony in pictures, in colors, in at the high school building in obser
The New England Ministerial As and Mr. Olidden of Rcckland.
commit’.->e at University of Maine.
The Story of the Pilgrims, grades b fine needlework.'and In the wonders vance of National Education Week. sociation held a meeting Monday at
Regular meeting of Marguerite | David Duncan; junior warden. Al-j the village visited the Lenfest
Mrs. Lucy Northrup is in New
of Nature. She was particularly Regular class work, featuring four the Baptist Church with Rev. George I Hampshire where she will visit her Chapter O.ES., will be held Nov. 20 fred Lawry; treasurer, C E Boman; Brothers Suiuraay.
and 8.
fond of flowers and It seems emi different subjects was demonstrated Welch of Rockland speaker. Dinner daughter Mrs. Alta Pagan.
secretary, Charles L. Boman; senior Donald Cunningham and Mr. and )
Roll call will be observed.
nently fitting that in her last sleep by the pupils of the grammar school was served at the parsonage by the
HOPE
Mrs. E. M Hall entertained the deacon. Curtis Webster; junior1 Mrs. F W Cunningham were callers
Charles Thompson died at thc
Hope hunters are bringing home she should have been surrounded by and ln the high school classes were ladies' circle.
home of his daughter Mrs. P J. Sewing Club at her home Tuesday d'acon. O A. Lawry: finance com Sunday at the home of Mr and Mrs.
mittee, James Smith, David Duncan. Bert E Cunningham in Searsmont.
the bacon in the form of venison, such expressions of love and of ap held In geometry, biology, English,
The Thursday night prayer meeting Ejton last Friday morning. The fu evening.
and what a treat if one is among the preciation.
Harold Turner has moved his
A. S. Greene was a Rocklanci A. A Peterson; trustees for three
chemistry, first year Latin, second and song service will be held at the neral was held Saturday afternoon
years. E. M Hall. E. L. Olidden. C. family and household furniture, from
Mrs. Young was bom on Matinicus year English, first year algebra. parsonage, and all are extended a cor at the iesidence and interment was visitor Monday.
favored.
the Simon Turner farm here where
Apples still hanging on the trees Dec. 23. 1874. and lived there all her European history and first, year dial invitation to attend.
Mrs. George Innes left Saturday C Webster.
at Hillside cemetery.
he has lived for some years, to the
lock as if some folks were caught life. She is survived by her hus French.
E. M. Wadsworth is in Knox work-1 Percy Thompson of Boston was ir. for Milford. Mass., after spending a '
Atwell Nash farm, where he will now
band. Ernest A. Young; five sons.
napping.
few
weeks
with
her
father
C.
A.
SEARSMONT
town
last
week
to
visit
his
father
ing for his brother-in-law, Joseph
take up his residence.
Neal Libby left Community Hos Horace. Clifford. Hanscom, Carl and
Shields.
Charles
Thompson.
Bryant.
TENANT'S HARBOR
Ro
rwood
Chapter
Annual
Inspection
pital Sunday and is recuperating Harland; three daughters. Hazel.
Victor
Shields
went
Saturday
to
1
Mrs. Nina Phllbrook of Camden is
The recent light snow-falls have
Earl Sprowl and Floyd Gushec cach
Rcewood Chapter, OES, held Its been fine lor the hunters, but how It'
nicely from a shooting accident Jennie and Llnola; a sister. Marian;
visiting her mother Mrs. Clara Eaton North Wevmouth. Mass., where he is
Mrs. Ruth Moss has arrived home shot a deer tn Appleton.
which occurred a short time ago in and by a brother, Leon. To each of from Boston where she has been em
Arnold Haskell and two friends the guest of his sister. Mrs. Edwin annual inspection Nov. 10, with
Miss Maxine Copp is at the parson- ,
District Deputy Grand Matron Louise is regaroed by the deer, is not so
another part of the State, while deer these the entire community extends ployed.
from Quincy. Mass., spent the week Maddocks.
age recuperating from a surgical op
O.
Hopkins of Stockton Springs as clear. However the deer are more
sympathy, and with them shares her
hunting.
Marshall Drake has returned to i
end at his cottage at Sylvester's Cove
than holding their own hereaboutr.,
Mrs. R. J. MacKenzle returned Sat eration at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Viola Partridge of Stockton loss. This is the first break in the little
Loren Forsythe has moved his Cincinnati. O His father Allen inspecting officer. A goodly number Foxes too seem to be very plentiful
urday to her home ln Bridgeport.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
D.
Morse.
Jr
has been the guest of members of group of girl friends who played to
Drake will spend the winter in Rock of local members were present, and in this locality this season.
Conn., having been called here by the of Weymouth, Mass. and Mrs. Flora family to the home of Mrs. Marga
her family, Mr. and Mrs B. H gether on Matinicus half a century
land. They have been at their sum Aibutus Chapter of Liberty was spe
ret
Coolen
for
the
winter.
death of a friend Miss Eleanor Jack- Lowell of Portland have been visiting
Nichols. Miss Marcella Partridge and ago and to each of the others it’s a
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Sylvester i mer home Thc Breakers during the cial guest of the evening. Visiting
son.
their father James Morse and family. motored to Boston last week where I
members were also ln attendance
RAZORVILLE
Mrs. Orris Norwood, at their homes personal sorrow. The funeral serv
past, season.
Mrs.
Bertha
Maxwell
spent
one
day
from
thc chapters at Stockton
The
Clifton
Comedv
Co.
Saturday
ices were conducted by Rev. O. J.
at Head-of-the-Lake
Annual installation of officers In
they will visit relatives. Muss Lois
last week with Mrs. Emma Lane at evening presented Elizabeth Meservey
Edith Overlock was in Waldoboi
Howard Kimball of Camden re Guptill All the island community
Snowden is keeping house during Star of Hope Lodge. IOOF. will Springs. Belfast, Thorndike, Lincoln
Willardham.
with a traveling bag fitted with tone, their absence.
cently spent a few days here with his attended, and friends and relatives
take place next Monday night. D.D. ville. Fairfield, Washington, and Saturday on business, also oaltlr
The Odd Fellows arc to hold a pub articles as the result of the most
who came from a distance included
uncle, Harvey Kimball
G M Maurice Leadbctter will install, North Vassalboro. The Degrees of on friends.
thc Order were conferred upon
The new road work Is nearing the Hanrcom Young of Brookline. Mass, lic installation tonight, Thursday, popular vote, and Kenneth Deniutn
SOUTH WALDOBORO assisted by C. L. Boman The cere-!
Mrs. Pansy Hibbert spent, a lar(
with
one
ticket
Issued
to
each
mem

received
a
Rogers
silver
knife
ano
Samuel
N. Higgins. Following the
finish for this year and meets with Harland Young and Mrs. Jameson
Charles Oliver and family of Ray monies will be private. Officers
part cf last week In Portland, belt
ber.
Supper
will
be
served
ln
the
woik
of
the
Order,
an
enjoyable
pro

fork set as the most popular baby.
general approval. It has certainly- of Belmont. Mass., Mrs. Frances
mond were in town Sunday calling on elect are: Noble grand. Harry Wil
or.j of the grand Jury.
gram. consisting of readings by Mrs
Albert McPhail and staff of Union friends.
made a great Improvement and Hogardt of of Hvdc Park. Mass.. Mrs. banquet hall at the close of the cere
son; vice grand, C. Meservey F
Ralph Hibbert was ln Waldoboi
Lou Murch and Mrs. Everett S Hook
recently installed these Odd Fellows:
E. H. Clark of Reading. Mass., Miss mony.
should be much appreciated.
Miss Emma Simmons recently Ames; recording secretary, C. L
Saturday.
and
vocal
solos
by
Mrs.
Edward
C.
Mrs. Fred Snow who has been a Noble Grand. Leslie Hall; right sup spent a few days on Long Island.
The regular Saturday night dance Vesta Patch of Winthrop, Mass.. O.
Boinan; financial secretary, S A
Gallop, was rendered.
A marvelous Job has been done
was well attended
G. Perry of Rockland, and A. R guest of Mrs. Albert Sllngsby has re porter to noble grand, Elmer Sprague:
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Harding of Ames; treasurer, Melville Smith.
Supper of escalloped potatoes, cold the past week on Youngs hill and
turned to her home tn Lynn, Mass.
left supporter to noble grand. Obed Auburndale. Mass., were at their
Miss Julia Harwood and friend of Hclmes of Criehavcn.
Mrs. J. H. Carver was hostess to
Deacon H. F. Kalloch is confined to Fuller; chaplain. Rev. Louie Watson: farm here during the holiday week the Needlccraft Club Wednesday meat, salads, cake, and coffee, was the Ridge road, and while not yet
Massachusetts spent the weekend
INTERHl’PTEI)
setved under the direction of Mrs finished makes a vast, improvement.n
his bed by illness, and his friends are recording secretary, Frank Edgecomb; end. When they returned to their evening.
with her parents Mr and Mrs. Arthur
The Interrupted fern
Charles O. Hemenway, Mrs Willard I So let the good work go on.
Begins
above
the
break
financial
secretary,
Harry
Edgecomb;
all hoping to hear that he is Improv
Harwood.
home Sunday. Mrs. Harding's mother
Regular meeting of the Legion
To spread anew Its greenness
S. Morse, Mrs. Harry Greer, Mrs
treasurer.
Jethro
Pease;
warder,
Frea
ing.
And
greater
beauty
take.
Miss Katherine True spent the
Mrs. Cora Taylor accompanied them Auxiliary will bc held tonight Thurs-'
Among those attending the Trinity
Friends will regret to learn that Edgecomb; conductor. Will Arring and will spend the winter with them. day, at the home of the president. Bertrand A. Drummond. Mrs Edward J Union at Jefferson were Mr. and
weekend at her home here. She was
This thing which we call Death.
C. Oallop. Mrs. Herbert R. Knight
With tears and sorrow rife.
ton; inside gatekeeper, Z C. Gurney ;
Capt. Emerson Murphy Is 111.
accompanied by one of her classmates
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Winchen Mrs. Ida Libby.
Is but an Interruption
and Emery Clement and Harry Oreer. Mrs. Wilbur Pitman and son Harold
Postmaster Ernest Rawley is slow outside gatekeeper. Benjamin Ness.
Before the fullest Life
at Gorham.
bach and daughter Arvilla have re
The Pals met Wednesday with Mr Thc supper hour was enlivened by a and Mrs. Edith Overlock. They re
• • • •
ly recovering from his recent Illness. Remarks were made by visitors and
Mrs. Nellie Fish and daughter Laura God has her In his keeping now.
turned from Boston where they were j Della Simmers.
toast to thc Masons by Mrs. Lou port a very Interesting day with
Angels attend her through the day.
Naomi Chapter, O.E.S., will hold its members of the lodge and followed
of Rockland were guests of Mr. and
guests of Mr. and Mrs. James MeHudson Ames left here Wednesday Murch and a reading by William A large attendance ln the forenoon.
Never her feet shall go astray.
regular meeting Friday. After the by a bountiful supper. The vice gram
Mrs. A. P. Allen Saturday. Sunday Never shall anguish line her brow.
Aieer and other relatives and friend.' for Whitinsville. Mass.
Never a bitter thought shall And
Gower. The dining room was taste Rev. Mr Doloff of Winslow was the .
business meeting the Bears and and his supporters will be installed at
they visited Mrs. Julia Harwood.
Harsh lodgment In her gentle mind.
Music was furnished by I
Miss Evelyn Genthner of Portland
Mrs Samuel Rich of Isle au Haut fully decorated with crepe paper in speaker
Lovely her girlhood shall remain
Tigers will play the rubber game. a later date.
Miss Gertrude Hardy who is at
was guest, of her parents Mr. and is guest of relatives in town.
Safe from the hurt of time and pain.
the
local
quartet
and in the after
colors by Mrs Charles A. Bryant and
Attend and boost your team. Re
tending Castine Normal school spent
—Edgar A. Guest.
Mrs A J. Genthner over the week
At the Fish Hawk's Nest, Nov 12, | Mrs. Herbert R. Knight, and thc lodge noon Thc Flying Squadron of Gar
freshments will be served.
the weekend with her parents.
ORFF’S CORNER
end.
•
a birthday surprise was given Miss room with potted plants by Mrs diner occupied the time with testi
Mrs. Myrtle Taylor entertained her
Robert Athern and Ephraim Ball’d
mony, song and an address by Rev.’
Mr and Mrs. Eben Buker of Rich Mary Osgood and she was pleasantly Harold P. Cobb.
Sunday School class of girts at her
each shot a deer this week.
Mr. and.Mrs. Leon Achom returned mond visited Mrs. Buker's mother remembered with a gift. Refresh-'
R A Colby.
home
Tuesday
evening.
Mrs. Mildred Dunton recently re
8unday to Belmont, Mass., after a Mrs. Serena Winchenbach Saturday. ments were served. Those presen'. J
SOUTH BELFAST
Puritan Rebekah Lodge will hold its week's visit with relatives here.
turned from a visit with friends anti
I
Fred Genthner shot a large buck Pauline Sanborn Nathalie Smith,
Yield to Lydia E. Pinkham’s installation Monday evening, each
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Prescott have re
relatives in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Porter of deer Monday and Lloyd Winchen
Vegetable Compound member to invite one guest.
turned from a hunting trip in Pat
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wellman pl
Rockport spent the holiday and week bach got a small one the same day.
When you are just on edge . ..
The Pathfinders' Class held Its
ten. He brought home a fine deer.
South Hope visited at R. E. Ludwig's
OMEN of all
end with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. H
when you can’t stand the chil regular monthly meeting Monday eve
Mrs. Gertie Burnes will entertain
ages can find
Edwin Ward who has been working
Sunday.
dren’s noise . .. when everything
Knocked Out Quick
E. Porter.
for delicate or
the Met.hodlst Ladies Aid Nov. 22.
for Harold Herrick now has employ gans help
Mrs. Frances Eugley of Lincolnville is a burden . . . when you are Irri ning in the church parlor. A chicken
by taking Dr.
Mrs.
Amber
Childs
and
Lorenzo
and
a
picnic
dinner
will
be
served.
table
and
blue
.
.
.
try
this
medi

supper
was
served
at
6
o'clock
with
If it's just an ordinary cough one ment in Thorndike.
has been a recent guest of her nephew
Pierce’s
Favorite
cine. 98 out of 100 women report Rev. and Mrs. Marstella as guests of Achom were in Union last week Wed
Mrs. C. A Taylor has closed her or two sips of Buckley's Mixture
11
The players of Gland View Grange. Prescription.
C. A. Dunton.
benefit.
home here and gone to Massachu <t.riple strength! and you're all right Northport, and the Megunticook overcomes backPictures were shown after nesday.
Thc Farm Bureau meeting held
A
It will give you Just the extra honor.
again—.f it's one of those tough hangache, bearing-down
Vellis Weaver returned Irom his setts for the winter.
la:t week was well attended. It was energy you need. Life will seem, supper by Mr. Marstella of the mis.
on bronchial coughs that makes you 1 Grange players of Camden, present pains, and the
worth
living
again.
hunting
trip
Saturday,
bringing
home
Mrs.
Ray
Winchenbach
and
Mrs.
sion fields where he labored, and a
wheeze and almost choke Buckley's ed two one-act plays, “The Son's weakening drains of
ln charge of Mrs. Alice True and tfr
Women all over the country
a large deer.
Warren Hoffses of Friend-hip were will knock it out tn a few hours. It’s Wife" and "The Lord’s Prayer,” ln womanhood.
very pleasant evening was passed.
subject, "Hot Dishes For Cold Days?'
praise it as does Mrs. Bella Rice of Albany
powerful
yet
srfe
—
even
for
young
Yacht
Club.
Albany,
says: “I was suffer
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Brownell and Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
Several from this community ac guests of Mrs. E. R. Burns one day children.
Camden, Nov 8. as preliminaries to ing from womanly illswho
and general weakness.
tism,
Sciatica,
Neuritis.
Muscular
I
was
rundown,
my
nerves
wav, I could
last
week.
The
new
lot
of
Swing
Frames
late
cepted
Principal
Spear
’
s
invitation
Mrs. Etta Fcrnald wore In WatervilH
Buckley's loosens things up ar.d the SUrte Orange one-act play con not sleep—felt weak, tremblygave
and all dragged
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
ly advertised will go on sale Satur and attended the Friday evening ses
Mrs. A. J. Genthner and Mis tightness goes—like a fla h. Get a 4ti test.
out. I was restored to health by taking Dr.
last Tuesday.
'
'
METHYL BALM
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It calmed my
bring almost Instant relief?
day morning at Gregory's Picture & sion ot high school.
Nettle Drown were guests of Mrs. cent bottle at Corner Drug Store. Inc ,
Mrs. Clifton Robbins and daughter will JOHNSTON
Christine Bennett of Sandy Point nerves, I gained in strength, and never felt
’S DRUG STORE
i
Georg"
H
Gard
ner.
Druggist,
of
ROCKLAND
Framing Shop. 406 Main St. Over
Jane are visiting Mr. and Mrs. 75. 73 PARK ST..
J
There were no church services here Julia Winchenbach last week Wed Warren, or any live druggist—it Is has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Fred better physically.”
Sent Post Paid on receipt of pries
Write to |)r. Pierre’* Clinic, fluffitlo,
Kendall Hopkins ln Camden.
Herrick,
—
.fh-U Crie Hardware Co., Tel. 254.—-adv, •
Sunday owing to illness of thc pastor. nesday.
SO cents
18-1
N. Y., for free medical *d»ire.
guaranteed.
I

Keep Watch for the
“Feverish Cold”

Dr.True'sElixir

nerves?

Don’t let jangled nerves
rob yon of poise

COSTLIER TOBACCOS

THEY NEVER GET
ON YOUR NERVES!

QUIVERING
NERVES

BAD COUGHS

I

..WOMEN'S AILMENT..
W

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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Stephen Lavender is leaving today
Mrs. Frank Bagley is a patient at
for New York City where he has a Community Hospital,
position in the cashier’s department
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jamieson
of th? Provident Loan Co. Mr. Lav- will spend the weekend with Mr. and
ender is a graduate of Thomaston Mrs. William O. Stover in Lewiston
High School, and of Bowdoin College. Frank L. Kennedy left by train
Rev. H. 8. Kilbom and Edward B. Wednesday morning for a business
Ncwcombe are leaving Friday after- trip to Boston. He was accompanied
noon for Lewiston to attend the Boys' bv Mrs. Kennedy.
Conference. They take with them
James Brown and Ora Brown have
ten beys from the Baptist Sunday returned from a gunning trip in
School, as representatives. They arc Northern Maine.
Lawrence Carroll, Cecil Day. Leroy
Kenneth Blackington shot a deer
Whitten. Herbert Libby, Frederick El- in Lincolnville this week,
well. Joseph Cross. Robert Foster.
Mrs. Lizzie Burgess entertained the
Kenneth Keyes. Walter Strong and Methodist Ladies Society WednjsHazen Cook. It will be a great <*ay from 3 to 5 o'clock,
chance for the boys to mingle with
Megunticook Grange fair Friday
COO other boys, and also to hear good and Saturday of this week. Fancy
speakers.
articles, aprons and quilts will be on
The Community Brotherhood met sale. Friday afternoon a one-act
Tuesday in the Congregational ves- P’ay will be presented and in the evetry. After enjoying the fine supper ning two one-act plays and vocal scprepared by skilled cooks, with Mrs. lections by Mrs. R. C. Wentworth of
Marla Copeland, Mrs. Harriet Hast- Rockland. Saturday a public dinner
ings and Mrs. Katherine Crawlora will be served at noon. In the after
housekeepers, and Misses Jessie neon there will be an entertainment
Crawford and Helen Studley wait- and baby show and in the evening a
resses, the seats were arranged in dance, with music by the Waltz orfront cf the platform and the speak- ehestra.
er of the evening. Rev. J. W. Strout
The ladies of the Methodist society
a former pastor of the church many
serve a baked bean supper at the
years ago. spoke from the subject vrstry Saturday from 5.30 to 7 o clock.
“Thomaston Fifty Years Ago.'' Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Lto Crooker have
Strout came to the pastorate of the heen spending a w*eek in Boston and
Congregational Church from the the- vicinity.
clogical school in Bangor. He came
Antonio Arlco has sold his fruit and
from Bar Harbor to Rockland by boat, confectionery business on Elm street
thence to Thomaston by stage coach t0 Stirling W. Hastings and has pardriven by Matthew Webb. It was a titioned off the store and will occupy
ride through the mud in October. But one s;d? of it as a firs', class barber
the multitude of trees and the state- rh°P to be opened at an early date,
ly houses excited his interest and The store joins that of Mr. Hastings
awakened his spirit. He spoke of the *'bo will remove the partition mamen of that time and named as out- -nB his place much larger and more
standing Hon. A P. Gould. J. E. convenient. In connection therewith
Moore. Rev W. A Newcombe. Deacon Mr Hastings also conducts a newsAbbott. He was greatly impressed stand.
by the numerous ship captains with
THREE DAMAGE Sl ITS
their tall hats. As to the congrega
tions. which numbered 200 in the
Former Knox County Men Figure In
inernine and were larger ln the eve
Important Cases In Springfield,
ning. he remarked that the older
Mass.
people attended in the morning and
Three
suit.', for damages of $10,000
the younger set in the evefrfhg. the
each
have
filed in Superior
latter
being of bright
minds ta
and Court here, asbeen
alert, flSTto
™ to"new
a result of an automo-

£•» 11?

ajBraraiarajaiararerafe.fl

Chaotic Conditions in ixOCK'
i
i
t*
m
J
ianc--- 1 OO Many Crowned

I M O NT O N

Heads and Loafers

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

For Thanksgiving and the Holidays
We Are Displaying NEW LINENS
Purchased on the low market. These we.*e bought especially for this event. Below
we give a partial list.

All Linen Damask

AI.I. LINEN, FIRM WEAVE

with fa t color borders

£4x70 inches

53 inch Squab? at

$2.25
CCxSO inches

54x70 inches
\

$2.98

............................ *•

........... .

tag

W

60x80 Squaie

iTIk

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
We all tknow that conditions are
very bad. chaotic. Our city is not
able to pay its bills, and.I am surprised that cur higher Intellects do

Advertisements ln this column
, exceed three lines Inserted once
co,! ♦ c
f)'rno tlmoo Crxr- KO cents
cents,
three
times for 50 cents.
tlonal lines five cents each for one
10 cents for three times. Six
make a line.

•> ♦ ♦ * ♦ 9

♦ LOST AND FOUND j

SI 19

$2500—is
. uStealing.

? are extia value!—wc have many others)
.

LARGE, two-year-old ram for sale.v
Price *10. WILLARD PEASE. Hope. Me.
Tel. Lincolnville 12-19___________ 136-138
FOR SALE—You can buy feeds direct
from the manufacturer, made fresh

COURIEB-OAZE11B office______ 135-13/ M F L Egg Mas„ $, 9g. M p L 8t0clc
Feed 81.48; M F.L Scratch b^«l »l 85:
M. F. L All Mash 81.78; Just Right Eek
Mash or Growing Feed, W’lth yeast, $2.25.

not express themselves and try to
WHITE and
Angora cat h>,f
lost. Notify ROSE WHITMORE
da something about It, We don't i Krown.
136-138
or call 152-J.
seem to sense the word "Economy”
■ '■
—rather extravagance and waste;
over-anxious to run in debt for every
nameable tiling. It worries me. and
PATIENTS given the best of care ln
I wonder what will be the outcome. rlvate
home with private nurse. NORA
E
I.
WRIOHT, 80 Crescent St
133*137
The idea of the mayor's salary being

Buy them today and get Moro For Law.
STOVER S CASH GRAIN STORES. DIS
TRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED MFO.
CO., on track at 86 Park St., Just below
Armours. Tel. 1200______________ 137-139
SCREENED soft lump coal for sale.
$9. one-half ton, $4.50; hard coal, $14.
J B PAULSEN. Tel 84-2 Thomaston
136*141

I WILL SELL at a bargain a heavy
coat. Angora, for a grown boy.
It Is like new; also a spring top coat for
a grown boy. Also like new A heather
mixture. PHONE C78-R between 5 30
and 8. p m.
136'138
winter

MAN wanted for Rawlelgh Route of
a joke, or a polite way ol goo families in Knox County. Reliable
t.
___
u
hustler can start earning $25 weekly and
It never should b_ over increase every month. Write ImmedlI ately. RAWLEIGH CO.. Dept ME-ODI 0-2, Albany. N. Y., or see G. ROLERSON.
. . .
, . ,
. .
.
1 Auburn. Me.
137*lt
_ ...

____

W A.
136*138

j *,........................................................ j I ^i\'ouh5o%reaUr "y'ie^'
! HEATHER mlxtwr.' heavy woolen | tr^WcX'tt*,? cSuntVTa'nd"Tc^pt
Jacket found on Warrenton St. Owner . .
«tnip lnnir bnfnrr timv rpnrh vnu
may_have same by paying charges at THE ’M£e Vor Less" Dairy Feed 8163:'

.

.

not to .
lvlx urlLtEj
for 25
AftftlAddltime.
GEESE for sale, dressed.
words CREAMER. Warren Tel. 1-41

WANTED

Crash Table Cloths

Hemstitched Table Cloths

I„ Everybody’s Column "****FnR 9MF*" T

MR HALLWORRIEP

1

FITTED wood and Junks for sale at
reasonable
prices
ELMER
STARR.

Th? budget should be cut in two ----------------------------------------------C- Rockville. Tel. 352-1.
135*137
and
our
taxes
one-half,
and
it
can
be
f
am
y
y
Or for middle-aged or elderly
STEAM
heating
plant.
American
$3.49
done and get better results than wel
Harboi^ E GARDNE*i36n38 boiler and 33 radiators for sale, low
prlcfcl
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St.
In all white or colored borders, and many other
are getting today.
Teo many
. ’
, , . _ .
Tel. 1154._________________________ 132-tf
54 inches Square, at
°
°
/
MEN wanted for Rawlelgh Routes of
iplendid offerings up to—
crowned heads and loafers for little 800 families in cities of Rockland. CamSMALL HOUSE at Pleasant Gardens,
.
.
_
. ...
den and Waldoboro and Knox County, $275. for sale on rent plan. V. F. STUD
$1.25
service rendered. Conditions are j Reliable hustler should start earning LEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
134-tf
$4.95
cert^nlv
weekly,yand
increase rapidly.
ceria.ni> had
oaa. and
ana there
mere is
is onlv
oniy one
one 1 125
lmmedlBte
. rawleioh
co. Write
Dept
BRUSH for sale. $2 a load. Call 384-R.
Some with Napkins
way to improve them, and that is by I me-39-s, Albany, New York. 137*Th-143 O S EVERETT. Ingraham Hill. Rock
land. 135-137
CARPENTER and repair work of all
cutting expenses to the core.
of S.ven Ffeers
‘
SEVERAL Chevrolet and Ford used
kinds done. Now Is the time to repair
No one believes in good schools your home L A. MADDOCKS Tel cars at popular prices, with liberal alCloth 70 inrhe long, and six Napkin to match:
135-137 lowances on old cars. FREDERICK U.
fa:I color: at,
more than I do. Sit they are costing 271-J
WALTZ Tel 392-M_____________ 136*138
POSITION
as
chel
ot
order
cook
want
too much money, probably three or ed Best of references. HORACE PERRY,
White, all lin: n. hemmed: die 55x55 Inches, at
FOR SALE—Another car of baled shav
$2.25
«
four times what they used to. and it | Grace st City.
«tt ings will be on track this E’rlday. Satur
day or Monday. We otTer for sale direct
Others
at
$1.69,
$1.98
$1.69
! doesn't seem to me that we are get- j
from car now due Rockland, ln truckII
load lots. 10 bales or more, at 25c per
ting any better results. Many claim
bale
Smaller lots 10c a bale higher.
Our
baled shavings are pure white and
there is too much damn fol-de-rol
weigh 10 lbs more per bule than the
average bales. The price Is low. way
; taught in the schools, so that when
Part Wool—Val u< up to $8.59
below cost to the manufacturer Buy
a s.todent g$ts through he has very
HOUSE to let at 52'j Summer St., your winter supply now. Phone your
order
today
Tel. 1200
STOVERS
at $3.98, $4.98, and $5.98 per pair
little of a practical education. This vacant about Nov. 25. MRS A. C. Mc- CASH
GRAIN STORES. DISTRIBUTORS
LOON, 33 Prove St Tel 253-M
128-tf
for STOVER FEED MFC. CO., on track
N. B. ATTEND FRIDAY NIGHT'S SALES TAX MEETING AT (ITY IIALL
reminds me. We have a candidate
HALF house to let. 17 Warren 8t.. six at 86 Park 8t. Just below Armour’r
137-139
for Mayor who has th-e credit of rooms, easily heated, reduced to $3 50
137-142
J. SIMONTON CO.rgJHJ^rai2Jgian!rarejgJZJgJzrarajzre. putting over the new schoolhouse, week Inquire 11 JAMES ST
WHEN you are planning to sell your
VERY attractive apartment to let. five
/ow1, caI1
EDwhich added something like $100,000 rooms
and bath, hot water and heat the WARDS. Tel. 806-J, Rockland.
131-tf
i
The
new
lot
of
Swing
Frames
lately
to our debt. I was not at. the dedica- year abound Call 91 NORTH MAIN ST
TOR 8ALB_Values-8wtffa. Armour’.
MARTINSVILLE
STRAND THEATRE
------------------------------------- LiLr or Squire s Absolutely Pure Lard. 20 lbs.
advertised Will go on sale Saturday i tten. but the report was that he told
FURNISHED or partly furnished house $1 <»* CO *0. tubs $4 80: Fine Granulated
Richard Dix appears on the screen Mrs. Thanft'ul Harris and Mr mernhig at Gregory's Picture & ! the audience the building was all on Knox St.. Thomaston to let. Apply Sugar $4 98 per 100 lbs . 25 lbs. $1.29.
MRS LEVI TURNER 144 Main St . 10 lbs with other goods 49c. Half bar
Fi .day as an intriguing young roue in Louise Jones who have been indV - Framing Shop, 06 Main street, over paid fcr. Now If that Is so there to
Thomaston._______________________ 136-ti rel Heavy Salt Pork (100 lbs ) $9.75;
Stover's Pride Flour. ‘ The Flour the
Crie Hardware Co. Tel. 254 adv.
"No Marriage Ties." his new RKO- posc(j the past week are improving.
must be some legerdemain about it
FIVE ROOM flat to let. Pleasant, Best Cooks Use." 98c. $7.75 bbl. (8 bags);
Radio .-tarring melodrama featuring
eommunity was saddened by
I don’t understand. Where did they bor. 42 FULTON ST. fine v,ew 137*139 Best Family Flour 93c. $7 25 bbl.; Best
Pastry Flour 8?C, $6 90 bbl.
Confec
Elizabeth Allan. Doris Kenyon, and the dsatft Saturday, of Mrs. Mary
get the mon?y. I think we are sup*
tioners or Brown Sugar. 4 packages 30c.
FOUR furnished rooms with bath to Granulated Meal. 10 lbs.. 29c; Native
Alan Dinehart. Dix portrays a vivid Hart wife of pan-tngton Hart.
posed to b? paying interest on the let. inquire MRS W S KENNISTON Johnson or Kidney Beans, peck $1 13. $4
135-tf per bushel. Denatured Alcohol 5 gal.
cost of that building now.
pejuin 8t Tel 874-M.
'XTof ZS. wd
THREE room furnished apartment to
<c#n {[ee,-7^c
We are fo overburdened with high let. at 49 Pleasant 8t LILLIAN bick- Milk bottles, quarts. 6 dozen $4.13, 70c
glo.jously „ master of two wom. ‘
~
dozen; pints 6 doz. $3.13. 55c dozen;
and teachings. Mr. Strout stated ™e collision on the_8outhbridgeeoft cf government, tisbt and taxes.! ^E¥i:-82 Lltnfroc>t 8t--------------136M38 Rapid Flow Filter Disks, 300 for $1.
that his father was a shipbuilder in Charlton highway at Char.ton. May cn's hearts and king of the advertis-, winter.
... .
..
.
. ..
~.
FOUR room apartment to let. partly STOVERS CASH
GRAIN
STORES.
it will be ln the end repudiation. The I furnished. 84 week v. F. studley DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED
Packard
of
Boothba
•
Rev.
Sidney
Machias. He tried a voyage, but 27 which resulted in one death.
ing world. As Bruce Foster, he is a
132-tf MFG. CO. on track at 86 Park St.. Just
European countries are repudiating ;
^*ln ^..^1 !1M
never repeated it. He spoke of how
Th? suits are brought by Richard humorous and brilliant advertising Center
ln town Tucsdayjo offiSMALL HOUSE for rent at Head of I below Armour s. Tel 1200
137-139
the debts they owe us. and what can 1 the Bay.
Ba\'. $5 month V F STUDLEY. 283 ———
elate
at
the
funeral of Mrs. Farringthe sea had brought men to the front J Ames and Henry Weeds of thia genius
Rising to power he casts
M
ain
St.
Tel.
1154.
134-tf
18
you do about it?
also cf the great advance made in city, and Luther Cald?rwood of Wo- a;ide his fcumble mistress and adopts ton Hart
TWO houses with rent only IS month 8
*
Oirr system of government does If paid ln advance. FREDERICK U
ways cf trav.l in his 50 years. A new ronceo. against Maurice Casten of a society woman as his fiancee. His Mr. and Mrs Charles Marstella and
4
I
WALT
VALTZ
Tel
392-M
136*138
r.ot seem to function. If it did the
Thomaston has come in the half cen- Haverhill, ar.d are for serious in- indiscretion leads to a denouement Mr. and Mrs <.. N Bacbelder moI
FURNfSHED five room tenement to 4
government wouldn't be forced tc let with toilet and garage MRS PER
tury, but greater changes are instore, juries suffered by the three plaintiffs which forces upon him a gratifying tored to Lisbon Falls Saturday,
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
MfLLER South Main St Tel 802-J
pour cut billions of dollars to bolster LEY
The regular meeting of Mayflower wh-?n the ear oc;up:ed by them is reform. J. Walter Ruben directed.
________________________________ 135-137 land Hair Store. 24 Elin St. Mall orders
Holiday guests in town were Mr.
solicited.
H C RHODES. Tel. 519-J
It
up.
to
the
railroads,
banks,
indus

THREE room apartment, completely
Temple will be held Friday evening, alleged to have been run into by a
Ripped from the front pages of and Mrs. George Nichols of Everett,
.____________________________ 131-tf
ground floor
MRS E K
tries, unemployed, etc. I hope ^r furntehed.
Supper will b? served at 6 o'clock, machine driven by Ca'ten. An oc- America's newspapers. "Wild Boys of Mass., guests of Mr. and Mrs Jerome
LITTLE BEAUTY SHOP. 33 Camden
MILLS. Rear 11 Masonic St_______ 133-tf
TEL 557-W Finger waves and marRcc:evelt's plans will werk out. the
FURNISHED ROOMS to let at 29 Beech St
Following the supper the Temple will cupant of the latter car was fatally the rc1cj." a First National picture. Jones; Mr and Mrs. Lee Tyler of
cels. 35c_________________________ 134*139
St
MRS
W_
S
WHITE
_______
136-tf
NRA.
etc.,
as
he
would
like
them
to.
be insp cted by the district, deputy injured—Springfield 'Mass i Daily ccmes Saturday as a vlx*ld depiction Wollaston. Mass . guests of Mr. and
OWING TO THE unemployment ln the
GENV1NT. BLACK
HOUSE to let at 5 Rockland St Seven town
of 8t. George, the town has voted
If they don’t the Lord only knows rooms
and
bath. Modern. garage to close
grand chief. Mrs. Carrie Wallace.
News.
0{ xvhat a half a million of America's Mrs. H. H. Huppier; Mr and Mrs.:R
flats to non-resident
SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St______135*137 diggers asItsof clam
what
will
happen.
What
will
become
Oct 10. 1933
Complying
Mrs. Edwin Smith left for Portland
Richard J Ames is a former Ap- bCyS and girls in their teens are going G. Leonard of Bangor at their ootTHE
ROYAL
Beer
Garden
and
Bowling
with
the
Statute
laws
of Maine. 126-tf
j cf the unemployed when their appro Alleys to let. all equipped Inquire V.
Wednesc'ay afternoon to remain for pleton bov. while Luther Ca’.derwood through in this country- Five hun- tage: Miss Margaret Partridge of AuCut an Heel
AUTOMOBILE repairing
Open eve
priations are exhausted. So many F STUDLEY 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
Slmonlzlng done
several weeks, before going to New- is a former Camden resident
dred thousand of these "wild boys" It gusta at her cottage.
134-tf nings and Sunday
AA, A and B Widths
reasonably O L. BLACK. 3 Rockland
things. Rockland better go back
GARAOE to tet. Park St. formerly SL__ Tel 233-J._______ _________ 123*125-tf
was recently reported to a Congres- One of the notable improvements
York for the holidays and later
into a town. We might be able to used as Battery Service Station. 22x66.
SOMETHING IN THAT
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
sior.al investigating committee—boys being made with the RFC. fund
South for the winter.
.
show window, large office. $25 month
Former Oovernor Alfred E. Smith ar.d girls mixed, were riding on freight under the able supervision of Road
liv? *and let live and pay our bills, v. f. studley. 283 Main st Tel 1154 order. Key, made to fit locks when
Miss Ru’h Blodgett and Miss Anna
original
keys are lost. House. Office or
132-tf
Much more I might £ay. You kno v
Car
Code book* provide keys for all
Dillingham have planned to return who is in Washington on business trains, living under bridges, in hobo Comml-sioner A. J Rawley is the layEIGHT room apartment to let. all locks without bother. Stissors ar.d
connected w-ith the Catholic charities jungles. in "sewer pipe cities." in ing of 1800 feet of sewer line at Port
j all these things as well as I do. I modern, garage, over West End Market. Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
to Boston Friday.
$15 month. V. F. STUDLEY sonable price, CRIE HARDWARE CO..
was invited to make a call on the ixamps. victims cf diseases, without Clyde.
With mo t cf our people in want, dis Thomaston.
Miss Alia Cotton is visiting her
283 Main St. Tel. 1154____________ 132-tf 408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 791.
couraged and suffering, most of our
THREE ROOM furnished apartment _____________________________ 131-tf
brother Ralph D Cotton and family. President. What the topic of con- law. panhandling, begging, bumming.' Harold Hupper. Waldo Lowe. Cecil
bath to let. $5 week V. F. STUD
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
bu;ine:s interests carrying on at a with
Miss Baibara Elliot won a ribbon verraticn was between the former fighting, with no one seemingly car- Andrews, Lee Andrews and Errol
LEY. 283 Main St Tel 1154
131-tf Prompt "service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
gcvernoi
and
the
President
is
un;
ng
in
t
j,
e
lea-st
what
became
of
them
Wiley
returned
Sunday
from
a
hunt131-tf
lo-J
Doesn't
it
seem
high
time
with
I
~yoDERN
tenement
to
let
at
157
Talbot
for horsemanship at Wellesley Col
conditions as deplorable as they are.1 Avc- overnebs sarkesian.
128-tf
WHEN IN BOSTOit—You can buy
kr.o.vn but the popu.ur interpretation
th0 £mashing and heartrend- Ing trip at Mcpong Lake, Mr. Hupper
lege field dav.
MODERN Nix room rent, with garage copies of The Couner-Oazeita, wuh u.e
to put cur house In order.
Partly furnished If desired. 17 Orove St home news, at the Old South New,
Albert Lovejoy and several hunters of the call is that the President has ing drama of cur times told in "Wild being the fortunate nlmrod with a
R
W BICKFORD Tel 611-M
125-tf Agency. Washington St., next Old South
finally taken a step in the right di- Boj.j 0( the Road." It is a story that four-point buck.
Another thing. I hear there is
Church: alao at M Andeiman'a 284
from Rockland have gone on a big
SEVEN
room
house
to
let
at head of Tr^mnnt Ft.
rectioii in inviting Mr. Smith to the
jjve fOr long in
memories of
....
favoritism shown in giving work to Chtrkaw&ukle Lake MRS JOHN RANgame hunt in northern Maine.
LADIES' FLEECE
White House for a conference. If those who view It. for it is the stoYy
the unemployed with government LETT. Tel. 352-14.________________127-tf
Mrs. Mary C. Hart
Mr and Mrs. Joteph C. Long have
the President hadenjoyed more calls cj young America that has strayed
monev. Whv Isn't there some proj- ,,
JtWM tou» <m ^ton bu.
moved from the Hahn house at Mill
Cn Nov. Il, occurred the death of
lights, gas and shed. $15; five room house
from Mr. Smith and few*er from some fj-om protective firesides.—adv.
ect Started in this section to give on Holmes St . cellar, shed and lights
River to Mrs. Bessie Crouse's house of the members of the "Brain Trust"
Mary Clark, wife of Farrington Hart,
,
$14; one three room furnished house on
___________
work to all unemployed. If our pec- Holmes St.. $3 50 per week Inquire HERon the Meadow road.
the general opinion is that his admin
at the home of her daughter Mrs. La- '
pie allow this condition of affairs BERT BARTER Ttl el‘-w °r
FRIENDSHIP
Lewis Lovejoy of Bath is expected istration would have undertaken few
Eiovn or ft Ink
fcriest Teel in Rockland, after an
to go on. we surely are not. fit for
TWO room apartment with oath to
to spent! the weekend in town.
er financial experiments and been
thoroughly modern, heated nnd
Tire Methodist Ladies Aid met at extended i.lness, during which she
ONE LOT
.‘elf government and should be under let.
Mrs. Cora Currier, Mrs. Ella Dunn better off than it is today—Press
lighted. $5 a week; also rooms and bath
the home of Miss Oeorgia Winchen- was most tenderly cared for.
$3 week up at Foss House. MABEL AT
, a dictator.
S. H. Hall.
and Mrs. Lucy Clark with t.he host Herald.
KINS. proprietor. 77 Park St. Tel. 330
paw Nov p, with 23 present. ReBern at St George. 83 years ago.
Rockland. Ncv. 14
__________________________________ 121-tf
ess Mrs. Minnie Ludwig made up a
APARTMENTS to let. 21-23 Fulton St ;
freshments were served by the host- daughter cf William and Sophia
table cf bridge at the latter's home
six room house, toilet and lights at 74
QUEST
Monday evening. Mrs. Currier won { OUR JUNIOR PUZZl.E e-s and a very pleasant, and profits- Clark, she attended schools here and
Pleasant St. ROSE PRESCOTT
Tel
J For The Courier-Gazette J
1058_____________________________ 127.138
ble afternoon was passed.
later married Farrington Hart of this
highest honors.
ONE LOT
In there a mirror
WELL furnished apartment to let.
Mrs. Colby Wallace and son Orrin town This proved a union of 64 years'
Where one might see
.5 1
Thirty-five members of the Beta
I three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
His soul therein reflected?
1 ST Tel 156-W___________________ 131-tf
of
South
Waldoboro
and
Mrs.
Gert-iduration,
marked
by
unusual
fortlAlpha Club met in the home of Mrs.
Or. must one grope about ln dark
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
ness—
rucle Burns and son Harry of this'tude and devotion. To them were
15
F rdinand Day Monday evening. The
Inquire 14 Masonic St___________ 131-tf
Never to know
tewn
were
callers
Sunday
at
Clayborn
two
children,
Lewis
Hart
and
Truth?
•3L
HEATED apartments, all modern, tout
freshment.v were served by Mrs.
rooms
Apply at CAMDEN <Sc ROCK
ten Oliver's.
Lizzie Hart Teel The survivors are
Yet a glance
evening was devot-ed to sewing. ReLAND WATER CO_ Tel 634___ 131-tf
Would strength give, and decision.
The
Baptist
Ladies
Circle
met
Nov.
the
husband,
son
and
daughter
and
FOUR ROOM apartment and six room
F’.orcr.ce
Copeland.
Mrs.
Leila
35*
*n
No more, then—
apartment.
modern, to let. MRS
9 a' the heme of Mrs. Lizzie Miller, six grandchildren.
This reaching out to life
Cd J S.tj I ■ and Slz:s
Smalley and Miss Helen Studley.
10
FROST. 8 Summer 8t. Tel. 318-W
To encounter a
ini
Th
ere
were
21
present.
Cake
and
Tne
funeral
was
attended
by
PuriWall.
•
3l
.
nThe Baptist Ladies Circle were
51
ice cream were served, and sewing, tan Rtockah Lodge of which decrased
SIX-ROOM house to let on Camden
50
’Twould needs be a mirror
St., near Sllsby Greenhouses, electric
51
Of strange opaqueness.
social chat, and singing with Mrs.: was a charter member and an untirlights, furnace, bath; clean, cosy, eco
supper Wednesday evening. A short
Backed by the quicksilver of time.
nomical. MRS. H. M FROST. Tel
Edith Neal at the piano much en- ing worker. The bearers were Clar0
GOOD SHOES
A look, therein—a glimpse—
program bv children in charge of
318-W.
- 131-tf
Would suffice one.
joyed The next circle will be en- ence Dwyer. William Harris, Charles
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Miss Pauline McLain followed.
He would himself, then see,
tertair.?d at the home of Mrs. Wil- Taylor and A. J. Rawley.
The play "The Vinegar Tree"
Unto the end.
bur
Morse
this
Thursday
afternoon.
D. Louise Grinnell.
Soft as a kitten’s ear
sponsored by the Thomaston Nurs
Chester Brown was in Thomaston
ing Association Tuesday -evening
Greys
or Browns, Snap
FORECLOSURE NOTICE
Sunday.
drew together an audience that filled
Whereas, Charles A. Pease of RockBrims.
The swellest hat
FOR SALE— Six room house, good lo
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw and
,and ln the County of Knox and State cation. price right. This property Is a
the floor and the front gallery. Miss
of
Maine,
by
his
mortgage
deed
dated
we have shown for many a
good Investment. Its location Is on a
! son Harold were dinner guests Sat
the seventh day of October. ? D. 1932 cement road. ROBERT COLLINS. Real
Bushnell was at her best and was
and recorded ln the Knox County Reg Estate Agency.____________________ 131-tf
day.
urday
of
Mrs.
Georgia
Winchenpaw.
finely supported by the rest of the
istry of Deeds. Book 234. Page 46. con
This Io not exactly Florida weather, but lb.cn we are not troubled
Harold Winchenpaw of West Rox
THE L. E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
veyed to me. the undersigned, a certain
cast. Tire play was decidedly mod
the
a
day:
with
flic
er
mo
,uito?!
—
there
b
alua-omithing
io
lot or parcel of land with the buildings St.. Rockland for sale Hardwood floors
bury. Mass., who has been spending
thereon, situated in the Town of Hope 1 electric lights, large lot. Price right.
ern. but the meaning cf its title was
be thankful for. 'You will enjoy the1 weather, tco, if jou aie using
and bounded and described as follows:
SHAKER KNIT
Apply to M M. GRIFFIN. Rockland. Me
a few days with his parents Mr. and
the kind of Underwear we •ell.
not generally known. The axcel"Beginning at the orthwest cor :______________________________ 97-tf
Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw, went to Belner of lot owned b> Isaac Upham;
SWEATERS
lent music by Clark's Little Symphony
FARM for sale. 20 acres field and
MEN'S HEAVY COTTON UNION SUITS .
SI 00, $1.50
thence Northerly as l >ad ruhs from
last
Monday
and
from
there
will
go
I pasture, house, barn, henhouse for 1000
Hosmer
Pond
to
Mansfield
School
MEN'S
I
I.EEt
El)
UNION
SUITS
t
..................
Sl
.VI
Orchestra was appreciated. The
with collar
House, slxty-flve (65) .e?t to an Iron i hens, fine well, pump ln sink, electric
to Farmington to visit his sister
MEN'S PART WOOL I NION .SUHS
..
<1 7 >. si
bolt; thence North
elj'lit y-^rven | lights, good cellar. Highlands. $»100. V.
stage setting and costumes were
for
Boys
and Girls
F.
STUDLEY.
283
Main
St.
Tel.
1154
MEN'S
HALE
wool.
UNION
SUITS
,
93.00
(87) degrees EasU one hundred
Elizabeth who is a student, at the
much admired Candy was sold b"122-tf
twenty-five (125) feet j an iron bolt
MEN'S PURE WOOL UNION SUITS
........................... SUU
Maroon
or
Scarlet
I
Normal
School.
on the westerly side of a proposed
MEN'S HEAVY COTTON SHIRTS OR DRAWERS ..................... 7Pe
tween the acts. Tire play was re
road; thence South seven (7) degrees
Arthur McFarland and Llewellyn
$5.00
MEN'S FLEECED SHIRTS OR DRAWERS ...........,................... OHe
East, along the westerly side of said
peated Wednesday night.
proposed road, flfty-flve (55) feet
MEN’S PART WOOL SHIRTS OR DRAWERS
$1.65
Oliver were in Thomaston Sunday.
to the Northeast corner of Upham
BOYS' HEAVY COTTON I NION SUITS
.
75c
Mr. and Mrs. Elmirs Morse of
lot; thence South, eighty-three (83)
The new lot of Swing Frames lately
BOYS' PART WOOL UNION iiUITS .......................................... S1.00
degrees West, along side of Upham
"COME
HERE!
”
Thcma ton and Mr. and Mrs. WorNRA FLAGS
advertised will go on sale Saturday
lot. one hundred twenty-eight (128)
FLANNEL SHIRTS FOR MEN OR BOYS
75c, S1.25, $1.50
feet to place of beginning, meaning
PANTS FOR MEN OR P.OYS—the kind that will keep them
"Come here ami sit on my dcli McFarland of this town were
morning nt Gregory’s Picture &
rjr^.
to convey Jot number one hundred.
AND BANNERS
wai in and dry
.
si ."ill, s.’.jfl, s:: :>0
"Being the same premises conveyed
Framing Shop. 06 Main street, over linger!” commands Fanny, hold calit :-.■> cn Mr. ar.d Mrs. Granville
■
to Charles A. Pea.se by Annette J.
35c, 75c
ing out her little arm. There is
47
Brow Sunday.
J
We want you to get into the habit of coming in to v sit US.
Crie Hardware Co. Tel. 254—adv.
Matthews, by deed dated Feb. 8.
a great commotion in the tree
1918 and recorded ln Book 178, Page
Whether you have Io pu- abate anything or not we gre alwayi glad
Mr;. A E. Wotton is ln Boston to
Since
1840
this
firm
has
faithfully
and
the
3 ft. x 5 ft. size
495 of the Knox County Registry of
lops, and if you care to see what
Io nee you—whether yon are rich or joor. Refu'ilican or Deir.cerat.
served the families of Knox County
Deeds.”
visit her daughter Mrs- Nellie
Perhaps to.-ne etay you may :?o !omct'alng wc n-ay
.1 you.
came forth to sit on Fannie's
$2-00
And whereas the condition of said
LADY ATTENDANT
Braiser.
mortgage has been broken; now, there
linger, take a pencil and join al’
Day Telephone 450-781-1
fore, by reason of the breach of the con
Clayton Oliver and son Ira from
most effective
the numbered dots together,
dition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Thomaston spent the weekend with
starting with dot number one
BURPEE’S
Dated at Rockland this tenth day of
most popular
and
ending
with
dot
number
ROCKLAND, ME.
November. A. D. 1933.
his
family
returning
to
Thomaston
•
• _
WILLIAM H. GLENDENNING.
thirty-eight.
I Sunday evening.
Menthol Cough Drops 5C
137-TH-143
60x90 inches

NEW STYLE BROWN LINEN

Table Cloths

Fringed All Linen Sets

Damask Table Cloths

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS IN BETTER BLANKETS

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS

SEAL SKIN TIES
S4.45 pair

SNAP OVERSHOES
$1.25

LADIES’ RUBBERS
79c

LADIES’
OVERSHOES
98c

New

Velvet Finish

McLain’s Shoe Store

HATS
$4.00

j

REAL ESTATE

!

COMPLETE,*
FUNERALS
M6DEKA TE~COS

« .luden;s

Gregory’s

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier Gazelle, Thursday, November 16, 1933
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GORHAM NORMAL

AT SETH PARKER’S

Page Seven ’’

WARREN

The committee in charge of the
fourth of a series of entertainments
sponsored by the Congregational La
With Mr. and Mrs. Karl
dies' Circle are Mrs. Gertrude Hahn,
Thursday, the School held its
Mrs. Mary Berry, Mrs. Nancy Clark,
fourth annual Superintendents' and
Members of the Browne Club and
In addition to personal notes regardMrs. Raymond Thompson was Principals Day. The Civic committee husbands were invited to attend a Mrs. Iva McKellar, and Mrs. Eleanor
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart- ,
,
.
,,
.
Barrett,
ment especially desires Information of I hostess to the D.&F Club Monday
sponsors this affair. Earle Achorn is "githering of Seth Parker and his Walter Maker of Medfield, Mass.,
social liappenlnga, parties, musicals, etc eVening bridge honors falling to Mrs
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
neighbors, at the home of Mr. and accompanied by Elrey Maker and
Raymond Cross, Mrs. Abbie Stiles'and a member of this committee and took
gladly received.
TELEPHONE
770 or 794 Miss Marian Upham.
part. In the morning the guests were Mrs. Donald Karl Fiiday evening, Miss Luella Maker of Rowley, Mass.,
Forty responded in costume appro- j motore<j through Saturday and the
invited to attend classes either in the
The Wawenock Club meeting Mon
Members of Browne Club are asked Normal School or in the Training priate to the occasion. The follow- tatter two were guests over the week- !
day evening with Mrs. Abbie Camp to take pieces of ribbon and silk to School. Miss Florence Benson of | Ing cast assumed the roles:
end of Mrs. Luella Wing, also calling
bell, presented its first program on the meeting tomorrow evening at the Jefferson was one of the practice i
Parker ........... Osmond Palmer on \j,. antj j^rs. Leonard Cousins.
“The West Coast Lands of the Unit home of Mis? Edna Gregory.
teachers who taught while the super Mother Parker ...... Elsa Constantine Walter Maker visited relatives in St.
ed States.” Mrs. Evelyn Snow gave a
Lizzie Petars........... Thelma Russell I George over the weekend.
intendents observed.
paper on "Missions" and Mrs. Eliza- ] Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Uorthey
Cephus Peters ............. Donald Karl Mr. and Mrs. K. F. Wight are the
beth Eaton one on “Henry Van' (Labelle Brown) of Richmond were The first of a‘series of interclass I Mrs. Hooper ..... . Marjory Glidden guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fessenden
ri“Kvh’i7'»m
The usual period of current weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. games was played last week between 1 Jane ................................ Helen Bray Wight in Somerville, Mass.
Dyke
events and study of the question box1 Archie Drown, Union street,
the advance^! seniors and the seniors, Capt. Bang
Raymond Greene
Miss Katherine Starrett was given
was resumed. The meeting of next
.... Lawton Bray I a surprise birthday party recently by
the former winning. Forest Word-1 John ..............
Mrs. Ida Ingraham of Camden was
Monday night will be with Mrs. H
well of Castine is a member of the ] Laith Pettingill .... Mr. Constantine Winona Robinson, Edith French,
guest Monday and Tuesday of Capt
J. Keating, Mechanic street.
Polly Rcber^son ... Margaret Simmons Janet Wade, Olive Teague, Margue
.senior team.
and Mrs. Ernest M. Torrey in Rock
• • • •
Matilda Smith ........... Edna French rite Simmons, Thelma Starrett and
Mrs. Ivan Trueworthy of Brunswick port.
An Armistice Day party was held Gertrude Foster ......... Eva Greene Christine Starrett.
Refreshments
This is all you have to do:
is guest ol Mrs. Sue Davis, Ingraham
recently. Miss Harriett E. Trask of
were
served
and
a
pleasant
time en- |
Mrs.
Karl
in
the
role
cf
announcer
Miss Hattie V. Hall who has been
Mil..
Rockland, was hostess. There were gave a brief resume of Seth Parker's Joyed
To every person making a purchase, a sales slip will be given. Examine the
the guest of Mrs. W. 8. Follansbee for
12 present, among them being Helen early life and his struggle to attain Mrs Flora Jones and granddaugh
two weeks returned to Augusta today.
number on this slip carefully.
Miss Maud Pratt was huste.-s to the
Stone, Camden, and Katherine True, the height of fame which he enjoys ter Esther were guests last week of
Tuesday Club at luncheon.
Mrs. Elsie Wallace.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cottrell of of Hope.
If it contains a “5" you will be given 10 EXTRA S. & El. GREEN SI AMPS
j today.
A burnished oil lamp glowing Mrs Sarah Sidejlingcr is boarding
Mrs. C. E. Rollins and Mrs. Levi Allston' Mass" were weckend guest£
when you present your sales slip at the Stamp desk. These Stamps will be in
The Art Club recently held a party
of Mrs. F. E. Cottrell.
warmly through the window panes *lt!l 'Ir and Mrs. Wesley Lewis for
Berry were in Portland Tuesday.
Mildred Turner of Jefferson and
addition to those regularly received on your purchase!
lighted the way to th-e little ivory tbe wlntcrMrs. Wilbur F. Senter Jr. and son Katherine True were among those
Mias Elcey Sawyer accompanied by
Mrs. Amelia Carter, Mrs. Maryhome
with
green
shutters,
in
the
litEveryone is enjoying the extra savings offered during our Jubilee. Don t be an
Richard were gueits of relatives in u’ho attended A bake bean supper
Rogers and Miss Edith Jackson won
was served with ice cream and cake |tle town of **“*»«• *»y UP cn | Mrs. John Davis recently motored to
Brunswick
Tuesday.
Eangor where they visited John
outsider. Get in on the fun of “SAVING AS YOU SPEND!
honors at the card party given Tues
____
j fcr dessert. A short entertainment of the coast cf Maine.
Stdcasparkcr, brother of Mrs. Davis.
day evening by Falcs Circle, Ladies
There
was
Mother
Parker
at
the
Miss Ruth Rogers entertained the , impromptu speeches was given by the
Warren friends arc sorry to learn ,
of the C A R.
the home of Mrs
H. W. Club at her home on Ames- 1 club's officers, various songs were organ, garbed in orchid satin and that Daniel Yates of Camden had the
Bernice Jackson witji consolation
I
lace,
the
vintage
of
by-gone
days,
bury street Monday evening. Miss sung, and games were played.
misfortune to fracture his leg a short '
prize* going to 'Eugene Lamb, Mrs Lenore Benner, whose engagement
| and Seth, with his snowy beard and
• • • •
time ago.
Mary Sista ire and Mrs. Faustina was recently announced was given a
'
specs,
by
her
side.
The
Seth
to
Mildred Turner of Jefferson has
• • • •
GIRLS' HEAVY PI.AID BACK
GIRLS' NEW SILK
Roberts.
a
group leader whom Congressmen paid tribute, as
, tcwel shower. Honors in bridge were ; been chosen
Reports come from Knox Hospital ,
the source of more cheer, cantentMrs. Lawrence Leach and infanl »’°n by Mrs. Marion Vinal of Thom-1 of the YWCA The purpose of
that Mrs Maurice Cunningham, who
Values (o
! these groups is to raise money for ment, and wholesome enjoyment
daughter. Jeaiiine, who have been at “‘9" and Mrs. Ruth Hary.
underwent an operation there last:
with Taffeta Blouses
All Siars
Split
Rack
Model
the association.
than any person living in the United
w:ek, is resting much more com
Knox Hospital for several weeks are
1 to 14 years
Sizes
16
and
18
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harwood of
i States today. The Seth who say?: fortably. Friends sent her a postcard *
with Mrs. Leach's parents in Warren Hope entertained at a family dinner
Among those who participated in I “There are all sort3 of pills and
shower the first of the week to Com- ■
for a time.
party Sunday in honor of Mr. Har- the last Outdoor Club hike were Mary jancy cures but the best tonic for
memorate her 19th wedding anniverMrs. A. D. Morey was hostess to the wocds mother, Mrs. Julia Harwood, Stockbridge and Miss Anita Gatti of ailments, is friend
and who goes . .. Tue- d iv
PA-T Club Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. who was celebrating her 85th birth- Rockland; Helen Stone, Katherine' on in his soothing drawl. “Don't ever i
TWO-WAY STRETCH
Tile annual sale of the Congrega
Thomas McKinney and Mrs. Harold day. Among those present besides True, Etheiyn Gibson, and Mildred git to brim full of religion that you tional Ladies' Circle will be held Dec.
50Wool
Regu ar SI 00 Va'u.
Mr. and Mrs. Harwood were Miss Turner of Jefferson.
ain't got no room for a heart.”
Thomas won honors in bridge.
14 with the chairman of each com
VESTS AND PANTIES
Julia Harwood and friend of Boston
.
. . • .
FOR THIS SALE
A? Seth and Ma listened to the sea mittee as follows: Gift table, Mrs.
A New and Inexpensive
SPECIAL
At the last meeting of the Faculty
Mrs. James O'Hara returned Tucs- and Mrs. Nellie Fish and daughter
j waves dashing up on the beach, they ! George Walker; aprons, Mrs. B. E.
Two-Way Stretch
Tuesday Night Ciub Dr. and Mrs.
day from a stay of several days with Laura of Rockiand.
heard the neighbors coining, singitl«; miscellaneous. Mrs. Iva McRussell spoke about their recent trip
Mr, O'Hara in Boston.
Mrs. Margaret Cotter returns to: t0 EUrOpe Members of the club are lng cheerily. "Onward Christian Kcilar; grabs. Mrs. Janet Robinson;
Soldiers." There were hearty greet candy. Mrs. Evelyn Robinson; dccoraMiss Lucy Rhoca?s is with Mrs. Portland today after being guest of Jeanette Johnson of Appleton. HarSTATLER
Rcbcrt Messeix North Main street, for Mr. and Mrs. George King, Ingraham rjel Trask of Rockland and Jessie ings and then unfolded a program [ tion, Mrs. P. D. Starrett; entertain
not. unlike the teal "Seth Parker ment. Mrs. Abbie J. Newbert; sup
Hill.
Keene of Waldoboro.
a time.
Extra Fine Quality
githerings'' Lizzie, with a pert little per. Mrs. P D. Starrett, Mrs. Alice
81x99
72x99
40 and 42 inch
SPECIAL
The first Issue of the Oracle, the Pu? perched high cn her head and Brown, Mrs. Willis Vinal. Mrs. Carrie
Mrs. W. H. Anderson and Mrs. D. Miss Marie Laney ha? returned
Regular
$1.45
SPECIAL AT
L. McCarty will be in charge of the] from a visit in New York,
: school paper was distributed F?lday. | glasses on the end of her nose, and Smith. Mrs. Ruth Philbrook. MV»s
card party at Hotel Rockland tomor
Mildred Turner and Helen Stone are I Cephus with his long, unkempt. Mary Wyllie. Miss Rosa Spear,
Mis.. Eileen Witham of Damari
Mr.-. Myrtle Broudman has re
I scraggly hair were highlights in wit
row night at 8 o'clock, for the benefit
members of the staff.
scotta was in the city Tuesday.
, and humor contrasting with the turned from a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
cf St. Bernard's Church.
Miss Ella Johnson of Melrose was seriousness of Seth in his endeavor Hcmer Richards at Andover.
Members of the Harmony Club of
Mr. and Mrs A. L. Whittemore of
; the weekend guest of Miss Katherine to exoound the simple doctrine. Gai- Thursday evening the home of Mr. Wyiic, assisted in the work by Mis-s COLBY COLLEGE NEWS lem to world peace. Mr. Harrison
Lincoln and the Rubinstein Club of |
then pointed out mistakes this ad
Old Orchard were weekend guests of
True in Hope.
lant Capt. Bang was there resplen- aild Mrs- L- D- Gammon was the Winnie Winslow as color guide and
Rcckland were guesLs of the Schu
'By John English)
Mrs. Edna White as assistant guide I
ministration and others have made
Mrs. E. S. Lcvensaler.
dent
in
brass
buttons
and
braid,
his
r
ne
°f
a
shower
for
Mr.
and
Mrs.
mann Club of this city at a banquet Among the girls who spent the
The Interclass field hockey tourna in th-eir diplomatic relations with
deep bass voice ringing clear in sons iLvin Gammon 'Hazel Moody) who In appreciation of the services of Mrs
Miss Ruth Draper, noted dispense, 111 ,he vestry of the Hammond street weekend at their own homes were
’ and clevernets in eluding the bold wtre recently married, and for Mr. Wylie, Miss Emma Kallock in behalf ment go*- under way when the Japan. In concluding he said that
sailed Wednesday for a tour of sev- church, Tuesday evening. Supper Mary Stockbridge. Miss Anita Oatti,
i advances of Lizzie Peters. Mrs.
Mrs. Austin Gammon 'Helen of the order presented her with a seniors defeated the sophomores our attitude toward our yellow neigh
eral month.?, during which she will *ai served at 6.30 oclock on attrac- Mi£s He|en gtonc and Katherine
4 to 1 Helen deRochemont of Rock bors must change. A repeal of the
I Hooper, with high boo'.s. robust and
ubo are J1181 announcing their gift.
visit sections of Africa and Australia, lively appointed tables. The recita. True. Miss Stockbridge and Miss
The Junior Choir ol the Congrega land was goal tender for the sopho Exclu'ion Act should be our first act
| scowling at her inability to absorb •’narriage which took place Oct. 22 at
Miss Draper, one of the world's most following the banquet was in Sym- Ga.tl atten(le<j t}le Maine-Bowdoin
tional Church met Tuesday with Mrs. mores.
in bringing about, a better feeling
i conversation, condescended to smil" Waldoboro. Both couples were the
famous impersonators, is making this .Phony House, members of the Schu- footbalj game
• • • •
Alice Brown and appointed Miss ]
pleased
recipients
of
many
useful
betw'.ren Japan and United States.
when
the
"githering"
sings
a
favortrip chiefly to study new peoples and mann Club furnishing the program.
The women were addressed by Dr. Our relations with Russia and China
j ite hymn of one of her departed gifts. Ice cream, cake and cookies Pauline Starrett as director.
thus provide material foi her mono- 1710 event Proved successful and
AN UNDAUNTED LEADER
Officers elected Sunday by the George Otis Smith, retired Ped?ral wer? also outlined. This lecture was
were
served.
Among
those
present
. husbands. Jane in all f er youthful
logues. She passed the major part of most enjoyable, being one of the outwere Mr. and Mrs. George Moody, Miss Rainbow Class of girls from 14 to 18. power commissioner. His subject the second In the series.
landing
on
the
local
musical
club's
! sweetness recited her "Blessings," in
Head
Of
W.
C.
T.
U.
Believes
Prohi

the summer at Dark Harbor, as she
• • • •
Mildred Moody and Charles Higgins in the Congregational Sunday School, was "Leisure." He pointed out that
bition Will Return Within Two i verse followed bv John in his tribute cf Rockland, Mis. May Little, Miss their teacher Mrs. Alice Brown were: shorter hours will give more leisure
does each year when her engage calendar.—Bangor Commercial.
The
fall
tennis
tournament ended
to "Flanders F,eld." Seth's story,
Generations
meats do not hold her in other lands.
Christine Starrett. Mr. and Mrs. President, Miss Thelma Starrett: vice 1 and it is very important that these at Coibv this year with Israel RothTne Shakespeare Society meeting
was in keeping with Armistice Day.
She was one of the last to leave
Chester Wallace. C. A. Perry. A. O. president, Miss Katherine Starrett; hours be used constructively because b'.att in possession of the President's
Monday evening at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Ida B. Wise Smith, recently embraced a salute to the flag in Jchncon. Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Pay- secretary-treasurer. Miss Gertrude a poor use of them in the past has
Dark Harbor, this season, and just
Angelica Glover had 23 members and
Cup. This cup which is to be kept
elected head of the W.C.TU., de honor of the fathers and mothers eon and daughters Phyllis and Faye. Stoddard.
before departing gave a benefit read
led to the downfall cf powerful na fcr or.c year was present’d to Mr.
two alumnae present. With Mrs.
ing for the Baptist Church of that
clared that, prohibition will return— whose sons have answered the last Mrs. Edwin Gammon, Eino Hill, Al
Rev. H. I. Holt will have for his, tions. He quoted John H. Finley's
Alice Jameson as leader. Act III of
Rothbiatt in the regular chapel
reveille.
town.
“
*•
rubject Sunday morning “The Out formula for the proper use of spare
was
read.
Mrs.'Jameson
P°*
ibly
wlthin
two
generations
'
bert
Hill.
Neilo
Hill.
Raino
Hill.
Mr.
“Othello"
inectir.g for the men's division.
During t.he song feast. Polly and
In her first interview since .the
• • • •
and Mrs. E. R. Moody, Miss Shirley reach of Seif" and in the evening. 1 time: "Read a new book. Make a
Mrs. Cleveland T Sleeper Jr.. Mrs al8° Presented a paper on "The Soft
eighteenth amendment was annulled Laith acted as solois'.?, with Geit- Payron, Benjamin Harding, Keith "A Modern Merchant of Venice."
new friend. Take a long walk "
Neil Leonard. '21 was elected presi
Arthur K. Orne. Mrs. E. L. Scarlott Spot in Othello." Other papers were
• • « •
by 37 states approving the 21st rude and Matilda chiming in on the Oraham and Mr #n£, Mrs u D <;am.
• • • •
dent cf the Colby Alumni Associaand Mrs. W. Seymour Cameron mo- Shakespeare's References to Maramendment Mrs. Smith, a motherly ' chorus Seth's 15 second? of im mon. all of Warren. Mr. and Mrs. El
Gammon-Hill
Thomas Quc Harrison gave a very ' t on fcr this year. Frank B Nichols
tored to Portland Tuesday and werejiase Customs." by Miss Helen York;
pressive
silence,
which
has
thrilled
Austin E. Gammon oldest son of enlightening talk to a large audience I of the Bath Times, Is the new vice
luncheon guests of Mrs. II. N. Mc-|and “Court Proceedings in Shake- person, forecast that the 21st amend millions all over the country, was dridge Soule and children Barbara
ment was doomed to be supplanted.
and Austin. Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Gammon, and Miss of students, faculty members and president.
speare's
Plays,"
by
Miss
Elizabeth
Dougali. joined by Mrs. Merrill Hay
“I may not live to see it," she said, followed by "God Be With You Till Perry and children, Ralph, Barbara. J Helen Hill, only daughter of Mrs. townspeople on “Japan's Future and
• • • •
Jameson. Mrs. Helen Orne reported
'Evelyn McDougalll.
these books presented to the Public "but eventually there will be another We Meet Again." But. there'was no Luellie, Ernest and Willis of Waldo- Jennie H. Hill, all of Warren, were America's Stake.” He reviewed the
Two edi'.'ons of the “Colby Whit’
married at Waldoboro, Oct. 22. by development of Japan from its early Mule," the college humorous maga
I^rs. Flora Clark and Mrs. OU? Library by the Society: The Best amendment to the constitution rc- going home of the neighbors until boro.
• . » .
Rev. William Muir, pastor of the state to the present military powe-. zine were necessary. This magazine
Witham who have been gue;ts ol Plays of 1931-32. The Best Plays ol pealing the 21st amendment. Possi- Seth and Ma sang their duet. "SilRecent guests of Miss Rosa Spear Baptist Church. The bride Is a grad He continued his lecture by showing contains a variety of features, carMrs Carrie Waltz, have returned to 1932-33. compiled by Burns Mantle; bly this younger generation will see v?r Thread? Among the Gold." and
“The Sweetest Story Ever Told." were Mrs. Laura Biake and gTand- uate of Warren High School, class of j
The Oxford Companion to English | it. If not, the next will/’
their home in Nobieboro.
the relation of the Manchurian prob ■ toons and jokes.
She made her statement as she ( brought to a close the happy "gttli- daughter Myrtle of Rockland and Mrs. '31, the winner of a scholarship in an '
Literature” compiled by Sir Paul
Mr. andMrs..Arthur Witham ot Harvey; “Cn Reading ShaTtespeare" and five other national officers of eririg" and the neighbors departed Ellen Wellman and Maurice Wellman extension course from the Chicago
University, and a member of the
Damariscotta Mil sviciled in thecity by Logan Parsall Smith. The next the organization that for 60 years humming strains of the latter song, of Warren.
As Seth and Ma steed cn the Mis. Virgil Payson returned to Lutheran Church of Pittsburg. Mass. (
Tuc.’day.
j meeting, Monday, Nov. 27. will be at | has fought for abolition of the saFRIDAY
the home of Miss Caroline Littlefield loon met to draft, a program to re porch listening to the surf roil up Fcwnal Tuesday of last week after The groom is a graduate of Warren
Thursday evening Miss Doris
____
High class of '23 nnd since then has
on the beach. Ma admonished in her spending a few days at home.
vitalize prohibition sentiment.
Blackman entertained Miss Erskine's1 Mrs. John H. McLoon and Mrs. E
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Norwood ac had employment for a time with the
Mrs. Smith said the work of 45 sweetest tones, "You'd better come in
Sunday School class at her home. l Scarlott won honors when the
companied by Mrs. Avis Norwood re- Lcwiston-Bulck Co, and with the Sea ,
In the love story of aa advertis
years had been wiped out in the last Seth, or you'll take cold."
The evening was spent in doing relief, Monday Contract Club met at the
View Garage of Rockland. He ts a
The door cloi.’d and Seth puts an- cently motored to Portland,
ing geniu? whose sp’cialty was
seven
months,
but
added
that,
de

work. The next meeting will be held' ilome of Mrs. W. Seymour Cameron
other log on the fire. The scene
R?v. and Mrs H. I Holt were sup- member of Warren Lodge, I.OO.F.
“woman appeal."
spite repeal:
at the Baptist Church parlor with;
____ ____________________
, Mrs. Ralph W^ of Vinalhaven ! "°ur flKht cn th« h9uor habit and changed. screens were removed and per guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. They will make their home with the j
Mieses Evelyn Thistle. Ruth Rackliff j
bride's mother for a time. Best ‘
all joined in a merry social, dur- Charles McKellar.
nnd Dorothy Spofford as hostesses. : is the guest of her sister. Mrs. Elmer the J*9uor traffic will be intensified.
wishes of their many friends are ex- I
ing
which
time
refreshments
were
Barrett
Clark
and
Ear!
and
Edward
j.Pinkham. North Main street.
Orpater effort^ will be made to
i served. There was a generous respon.-e Andersen were weekend guests of Mr. tended to them.
____
reach
individuals,
to
educate
young
Mrs. Helen Faies and sister of
Miss Ann Povich and Miss Sadie' people, and to establish a civic con- ' to the collection taken which will!and Mrs- E B- cl»rk- returning SunCrescent Beach and Belmont left
with
SPRUCE HEAD
yesterday for St. Petersburg, Fla . and Marcus returned Tuesday from a few j science against the use of intoxicat- I pnable the club to carry on their da^ lo Winchester Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. William Barrett re
DORIS KENYON
Carl Godfrey nnd Donald York 1
charity work through the winter.
ing drinks, she said.
will be located at Hotel Ritz for the days in Boston
turned Monday from Boston where have gone on a gunning trip up in
The
hcs'.?ss
was
presented
with
a
“We will continue to seek the
winter.
several weeks.
northern Maine.
The benefit card party Tuesday election to office of men who them bunch of talisman roses in apprecia- l!ley made a vlsit
Callers recently on Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs H F. York und Mrs. Raymond
SATURDAY
A miscellaneous shower of attract evening at Odd Fellows hall under the selves observe the law’ and do our tion of the effort to present the proCharles McKellar were Arthur Baker, Rackliff attended the Strand Theatre
ive and useful articles was given Mr. auspices of Miriam Rebekah Lodge best, to retain the dry laws in states j 8ramMb Enuna Baker. Miss Emma Well Tuesday afternoon.
Girls living like boys!
and Mrs. Austin .Gammon (Helen had 14 tables, the success being due which still have them,” she added.
Mrs. L. C. Eiwell visited Mr. and
Boys living like savages!
Hills) and Mr. and Mrs. Irving Gam to the untiring efforts of the chair Mrs. Smith said the W.C.TU. pro pre-prohibition era so readily and ington and Miss Betty Flint, all of
Mr.?. Clifford Elwell in Rockland Sat
mon 'Hazel Moody of Fairfield, for man, Mrs. Belle Lewis. It was a very gram would place particular cm expressed the opinion t.hat it was d'i“ Rockland.
Half a million ?f them roaming
Mrs. Grace Campbell, who was urday evening and with them attend
the country today—homeless,
merly of Warren) Thursday evening pretty party and delightfully social. phasis on the tax question and would to tllc decreasing aoprec.ation
confined
to her bed two weeks after ed the Strand Theatre.
reckless, lawlessl See the.r
were
W
’
on
by
Mrs.
Harry
of last week at the home of Mr. and, Honors
the
responsibility
of
the
individual
endeavor to show that for every
shocking story—first time on
sustaining a bad fall, was able to be
Elbridge Simmons shot a deer on
Mrs. L. B. Gammon, Warren. Cake (French, Mrs. Helen Paladino, Mrs
the screen!
dollar received as revenue from the citizen.
cut
again
Tuesday.
a recent hunting trip in nor"iern
and candy were served, and the bride- E. C. Boody Jr., Mrs. Rctta Cole, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D Rowe left Maine.
grooms passed the wedding cigars Ray Stewart, Mte Madlene Rogers, sft,e °f li<’uor’ society Pays $2° back |
early this morning for Boston, where
Millcdgc Randall is on a 10-day
Guests were Mrs. Edwin Gammon. Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett, L. F. Chase to r(,Pair f'he dama*e 11 cau«sMr. Rowe will attend the New Eng leave of nbsence from White Head
Principles of the W.C.TU.
Mrs. May Little and daughter Chris Mrs. I J. Shuman. Mrs. Hattie'
land Superintendents' Conference as coast guard station.
tine, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wallace, Davies. Mrs. Lillian McRae. Mrs , "main unchanged." she exnlained.
a Maine director.
ALL STAR CAST
Harold
Thomas,
Mrs.
Orrin
F.
Smith
]
“
It
18
onl
?
our
methods
which
must
Mrs. Frank Wall returned home
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Payson ar.d
The “Umbrella Club" met Thurs Saturday from Saugu$, Mass., where!
ADDED
children. Miss Shirley Payson Mr 1 Mrs. Arthur Reed. Mrs. J. C. Cunning- ] be revised."
“3 MUSKETEERS” No. 10
day of last week with Mrs. Henry she was guest of her sister Mrs Ralph
and Mrs. E R. Moody, Benjamin ham. A. R. Bacheldcr, Mrs. W. H. AnShe said the organizations defiBatchelder and a thoroughly good Whiddcn.
Harding, Axel Johnson and Arthur ! derson, Mrs. John Flanagan, William nition of temperance was "moderate
NGW PLAYING "BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD"
time was enjoyed. The next meeting
Perry, of Warren; Mr. and Mrs. El- Butman, L. C. Jackson Jr.. Mrs. Mary ( use of the things that are lawful;
with ALICE BRADY, JIMMY DURANTE
K.R.O(prw>r,c„n.-, > f «»•
'■ ■
- '■ NW ». With The new lot of Swing Frames lately
bridge Soule and children. Mr. and Jordan, Mrs. Alice Robbins, Mrs., '.otai abstinence of things that are
READY
MIXED<no
a
Mrs.
Nellie
Dnvis.
adverftised
will
go
on
sale
Saturday
Mrs. Benjamin Perry and children, of Jennie Curtis. Mrs. Lucius York. Mrs. harmful.”
. ' $i ®0
Shows: 2, 6.30. 8.30; Cont. Satur
ah driujlau.^V
C »fic-ol the E A. Starrett Sons morning at Gregory's Picture &
Waldoboro; Mr. and Mrs. George E Thomas Foley, Mrs. Ralph Stickney, Mrs. Smith said she could not
STRAYED.
day. 2. to 10.30
^<3?
“
I
Union
Veterars'
Auxiliary
were
Framing
Shop,
40C
Maili
street,
over
Moody, Miss Mildred Moody and i Warren Davis, Mrs. Austin Brewer understand how the American peo
CCiRAHuij ably ln-stalled Tuesday by Mrs. Editli Crie Hardware Co. Tel. 254—adv. 1
Mrs. J. S. Jenkins and Joseph Adams. ple had forgotten the evils of the
Charles Higgins, of Rockland.

OClETY

(By Edna Delaney)

Browne Club and Husbands

Have a Jolly ‘‘Githering’

Fuller - Cobb - Davis

Stamp Jubilee

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, NOV. 16-17

“Come Seben, Come ’Leben!”
Lucky Number Days
in Our GREEN STAMP JUBILEE

Come In and Join in the Fun and Saving!

A Feu) of the Many Bargains Offered
in Our Store All This Week

Jumper Dresses

Top Coats

$2.49

$12.50 and $16.50

“Snuggies”

Girdles

Kid Gloves
now $1.89

Silk Jersey Vests

69c ea.

50c ea.

for $1.39

Pillow Tubing

Nantucket Sheets

Toilet Tissue

19c yd.

now $1.19 ea.

4 for 25c

RICHARD DIX

“NO MARRIAGE
TIES”

“WILD BOYS
OF THE ROAD"

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 16, 1933
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ELEVEN NEW STATES

American Oil Co. Opens
New Territory—Great In
crease In Man Power
Opening up 11 new states is one of
the direct results of the merger of
the American Oil Company and Lord
Baltimore Pilling Stations. Inc. with
the Pan American Petroleum and
Transport Company and its subsidia
ries. including the Mexican Petro
leum Corporation.
Under the terms of the merger the
American Oil Company takes over
the distributing facilities of the en
tire group and will market petroleum
products under its brand names
throughout the territory formerly
served by the organizations individu
ally. The company expects to add
many new retail outlets to the exist
ing system in the near future, tt is
said. This will then put many new
men to work and will give impetus
to the drive for NRA
States added to the trading ter
ritory of the American Oil Company
are: Maine. New Hampshire. Ver
mont, Rhode Island. Connecticut.
Massachusetts, New York, northern
New Jersey. South Carolina, Georgia
and Florida.
Heretofore the company's activi
ties were principally Maryland. Penn
sylvania, southern New Jersey. Ohio,
Delaware. Virginia, West Virginia.
North Carolina and the District of
Columbia
In addition to the thousands of re
tail outlets acquired by the American
Oil Company in
the merger,
hundreds of bulk and storage plants,
twelve extensive ocean terminals, and
refineries at Baltimore, Md. and
Savannah. Georgia, were added to its
marketing and production system.
Bulk and storage plants through
out new territory are being enlarged
to meet increasing demands for
petroleum products, and each of the
thousands of service stations has been
repainted to conform to the color
scheme of the system in its original
area.
Acquisition of the marketing sys
tems of the Pan American Petroleum
and Transport Company and Mexican
Petroleum Corporation places the
American Oil Company in a major
position among oil companies of the
country.
Rapid growth in sales volume and
a continuous widening of its trading
area have marked the progress of the
American Oil Company since the early
years of its existence.
LINCOLN COUNTY HEROES

Tribute Paid By the D.A.R. To Men
Who Served In the Revolution

An impressive ceremony was held
by Pemaquid Chapter. Daughters of
the American Revolution. Armistice
Day at the Sheepscot burial grounds
in honor of the men of Lincoln Coun
ty who had fought for the freedom of
America in the war of 1775.
The chapter regent. Mrs. Theodore
L. Clarke of Head Tide, opened the
services with prayer. On six Revolu
tionary soldiers' graves were placed
bronze markers These markers were
obtained by a benefit bridge given by
Miss Elizabeth Retd of Boothbay
Harbor. Mrs George Carlisle of
Boothbay Harbor, chaplain and char
ter chairman of historic spots, placed
the emblem. Senator Maude Clark
Gay, chapter parliamentarian and
state chairman of historic spots,
placed the flags at the graves, while
Mrs. Clarke gave the enlistment of
each man whose memory was per
sonally honored.
Capt. Robert Hodge of the Conti
nental Army served at the retaking
of the mast ship Oruel from the Brit
ish ship Rainbow.
James Campbell, Jr., served also at
the recapture of the mast ship Oiuel.
Capt
Christopher
Woodbridge
served in Washington's Army at
Valley Forge.
Richard Laiten served in the Bagduce Expedition.
Samuel Kennedy enlisted in a com
pany of Col. Joseph Frye's regiment.
Col. James Cargill was one of the
outstanding men in Lincoln County
at this time.
The ceremony was closed with a
few words of commemoration by Mrs.
Maude Clark Gay.
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OPPOSED TO THE SALES TAX

cJLeitefc

Mass Meeting Will Be Held At 7.30 Tomorrow Night

At City Council Room'—Proposed Resolutions

torn

I

A mass meeting of local merchants and citizens will be held at 7.30
tomorrow night at the City Council rooms. Spring street, in opposition to
the proposed sales tax. This is part of a vigorous movement of citizens
all over Maine against this drastic tax. All citizens are urged to be on
hand.
A general committee of merchants met last night under chait manship of Albert S. Peterson, for the purpose of calling the general
meeting of Friday night and laying tentative plans for the campaign
against the tax. A permanent organization will be made Friday
night. On the present committee in addition to the chairman are:
John O Stevens. I. R. Cutler. C. H. Berry. A W. Gregory. E. L Spear.
T. J. Foley and R E. Estes.
These resolutions were drawn up and will be presented to the mass
meeting for ratification.

OF MARYLAND*

A General Ground Of Opposition

Resolved: That this meeting go on record as opposed to the proposed
sales tax for the following reasons:
1. That it is but another addition to the ever-ir.creasing burden of
taxation.
2. That it bears more heavily on the poor than on the rich.
3. That it will lessen the buying power of the public: further re
strain trade and withdraw more money from manufacturing
and production.
4 That insofar as the merchant will be unable to pass it along to
the consumer, he will be obligated to bear its burden and the
merchants of Maine are now in no position to stand any further
cost or expense.
5. That it will result in great expense for collection; the perpe
trating of fraud in avoiding it; annoyance to the merchant by
reason of public prying with his private aflairs; and
6. That a sales tax has been tried in Pennsylvania and has been
abolshed as unsatisfactory and burdensome.
And be it further resolved that a copy of these resolutions with
such further information as the committee appointed for that purpose
may collect, be presented to the members of the legislature.

Executive Department
Annapolis. Maryland

w

ALBtAT

C.WIYCHIK
eovc«NOR

Executive Department
Annapolis. Maryland

August 31, 1933

From The Retailers' Point Of View

Resolved: That the retail dealers of the State of Maine oppose the
enactment of a Tax upon their sales for these reasons:
It would Impose an additional expense and burden on them which
they are unable to carry.
In many, many cases it would become a capital levy, as there are
a large number of dealers who are now operating at a loss or without
a profit. Therefore, a Sales Tax paid by these dealers must come out
of surplus or capital.
It would be discriminatory and to the advantage of mall order
houses located outside of Maine, as no tax could be collected on these
sales.
It would encourage out-of-state buying.
It would force many dealers out of business, which in turn would
be reflected in real estate values.
It would be to the disadvantage of thousands of employes, as the
add’tional expense occasioned by such a tax must be met by further
economies While under the NRA there would be no reduction in
minimum wages, it might well lead to a reduction in the number
employed.
We are opposed to Its enactment as a temporary measure because
experience shows that taxes once enacted are seldom repealed and
that they do not afford relief from other forms of taxation.
We are opposed to its collection from the buyer because of the burden
it places upon the buyer, and the cost and expense of admin'stratlon
and collection.

The American Oil Company,
American Building,
Baltimore, Maryland

Gentlemen:-

I am informed that The American Oil Company was
reoently consolidated with the Pan American Petroleum
and Transport Company, and the Mexioan Petroleum Corpo
ration.
As a result, I understand your refining, trans
port and marketing activities will now extend from Maine
to Florida.

I need not tell you that The American Oil Com
pany is one of our most important institutions, and its
expansion into new territory is a source of great satis
faction to me.
I know you will receive a cordial reception in
the new fields you enter.

<, —

With the Extension Agents

Wishing you much success in your extended acti
vities, I am,

— And The —

Knox Lincoln

Sincerely yours,

Farm Bureau

- —

paper. Wire screening is also used.
Norris Waltz of Damanscotia has The past year several orchardists
built an addition to his poultry have applied sulfonated oil (home
house and filled It with pullets. He made* for mice protection. This has
is planning next year to build a proved very satisfactory.
• • • •
brooder house in place of the sma’l
Poultry accounts have been sent
houses that he has at. present,
, out to 91 poultrymen in the county
a a a a
this year.
F. M. Johnson of Waldoboro har
• • • •
vested this year a good crop of Man
Three poultrymen in the county
gel beets, which he will use for his this week will broadcast poultry talks
hens this winter. He also had a crop over three stations WLBZ at 1145
of that new rot less potato which he a. m., WCSH at 12.25 p. m., and
finds very satisfactory for home use. WRDO at 12.55 p. m. The poultry: men are R P. Conant. Rockland to
Plans are being made for the an day; Clifton Robbins. Hope. Friday,
nual community meetings to be held and Fred Greenleaf. Westport, Sat
in all organized communities of urday.
Knox and Lincoln Counties. These
• • • €
meetings will start Dec. 6 and continue
4-II Club Notes
through December and January; 28
A 4-H silver oxidized pendant or
will be held. An interesting part will watch fob which was awarded to one
be the discussion on taxes during he of the county champions at county
i forenoon- All meetings will start a; contest has been found. If the coun
I10 a. m. The afternoon will be de- ty champion losing this pendant will
1 voted to arranging Extension work write to Ruth M Clark, county club
J for the coming year. These mcet- I agent, it will be returned to the
j ings will be open to both men and owner• • » •
j women. Although these meetings
are being arranged through the local
With the Homes
! Farm Bureau organizations anyone
Mrs. Hattie Hausen of Whitefield,
interested in taxes and farming is has her remodeled kitchen so con
invited.
venient that she can sit on a stool
Gregory's Picture & Framing Shop
to wash dishes, pump cold water and
at 406 Main street over Crie’s Hard
Apple trees should be protected reach to the stove and get her tea
ware Co. will have a new lot of swing
frames Come in and see them. Tel. i from mice by either wrapping them kettle of boiling water for scalding
254.—adv.
• I with old newspapers or tarred the dishes.
• • • •
A balanced diet, for an adult
should contain liver once or twice
a month. One ounce of liver has
as much vitamin A as ten to twenty
pounds of lean round steak.
• • • •
6433
The kitchen improvement contest
If you plan to put in a new pump—or replace the old one this fall,
closed Oct. 31. These women com
be sure and get cur Catalog and Special circulars on the famous
pleting their work and submitting
MYERS' line—all
stories and a cost record: Mrs. Ma
ANTI-FREEZING PUMPS
tilda Woodbury.■ Damariscotta; Mrs.
Sarah Sleeper, Camden; Mrs. Eva
Cog gear single and double act on Force and Lift pumps of every
Blair and Mrs. Hattie Hausen,
description—at pleasingly reasonable prices.
Whitefield; Mrs. Elizabeth Harding,
Aina.
FARM, FAIRY and POULTRY SUPPLIES — SEEDS
The judges appointed by the presi
dent of the Knox and Lincoln Farm
Bureau. Luther Carney, are: Frank
rrorrae «nd temple lts.,
Portland Maine
Winslow, of The Courier-Gazette;
Miss Carrie Williams Home Service
Agricultural

Pumps for Wells and Houses

QEM DAL L

Every-Other-Day

5 WHITNEY

Governor

ZAmE RICA*
I

R-L

MARCHES

\ ARE AO1

* The State 'where the American Oil Company started.

Department of Central Maine Power
Co; and Mrs Nina Carroll. Rockport,
county home management leader.
The three highest ranking kitchens
will be submitted to the sta'.e judges.
Awards will be made at Farm and
Home Week. 1934• * • •
Nov. 15 is the closing daie of the
Garden contest in which 27 men and
women are enrolled. The judges ’n
this contest are: Mrs. N B Hopkins,
Camden, county foods leader; Miss
Ruth Clark, 4-H club agent and Miss
Relief Nichols, Rockland English
teacher.
• • • •
Rules for the 1934 kitchen im
provement contest:
Who is eligible? Any homemaker
residing in a rural district. Each

He Stopped Cold
By Ending Sore
Throat Quickly
Don't wait until a cold «ct« a strangle
hold, and then try to physic and dose it
away. Even 122 years ago a better w«r was
invented. At that time a wise old New
England
doctor
discovered
Johnson's
Anodyne Liniment and showed folks here
abouts how easily it stopped colds before
they eouljp
well started.
When you first feel that dry. scratchy,
irritated feeling in your throat, gargle
with a teaspoonful of Johnson’s Anodyne
Liniment in a cup of warm water. Then
bathe the outside of your throat and neck
well under the ears with the pure liniment.
In this way you take all the "bite'' out of
e cold before it's had time to take hold.
A generous bottle of Johnson's Anodyne
Liniment costa only 351, or you can get
three times as much for SOr It has tythe enemy of pain sines IS 10. Try ilj

zJlmerican Oi/ (Company

the tendency of some modern women
NOT DIGNIFIED, SAYS POPE
contestant must enroll in written | walls <10*. light and ventilation <8*.
------to
"admire spectacles of brutal viostorage
facilities
(7).
attractiveness
form.
Women's Interest in boxing Pope lence." the Pope said this w*s “not
When must enrollments be in? > (5), total 70 .TOlnts. Written descrip
tion-clearness. (10), individuality Plus believes is not conducive to the in keeping with the sentiments of
Before or on March 1. 1934.
and human dignity and purity instilled
When docs the contest end? Or. (5). total 15 points. Sketches—Ap maintaining of "the dignity
June 30. 1934.
pearance (5), accuracy (5), com grace peculiar” to them. Mentioning by Christian teachings."
What awards are offered? The pleteness (5), total 15 points; grand
Maine State Farm Bureau Federa total. 100 points.
\\j/;
tion will award seven cash prizes'
SEEKS RENO DIVORCE
First prize $10. second prize $5. and
five prizes of $2 each.
An Associated Press despatch from
How are kitchens judged? Firs', Reno, Nevada, says:
on improvements made. Second, on
“Curtis Bok, son of the late Edward
a written description of not more Bok, noted publisher, was sued for
than 500 words telling how the divorce on grounds of cruelty here,
(Official ItAi of
kitchen looked before any work was Tuesday by Mrs. Margaret Adams Bok i
done on it, and what changes were of Philadelphia Mrs. Bok asked lor I
| QtbttUVH'
Shear
made to improve it. Third, on court approval of a property settle- ,
sketches made. The first, sketch w’lll ment agreement which also arranges
./ 300 cand/epower light, equal
show the kitchen as it was before for the custody of three children.'
fo 20 common oil lamps.
any work was done on it. The sec Benjamin Plummer 7, Margaret Welond sketch will show the improve moet 8, and Derek Curtis 3. The
-2 Average cost to user only
ments made. Both sketches will couple were married in Philadelphia
50i per month.
show the location of windows, doors, May 24, 1924. "
cupboards, and equipment such as
3 Durable, safe -can t spill
The minister advertised for a man
stove, sink, refrigerator, tables, etc- servant and next morning a nicely
fuel even if tipped over
These sketches will be drawn on uni
dressed young man rang the bell.
form graph paper. A sheet will be , “Can you start the Are and get
aiAltnTwETY
furnished, also instructions for mak breakfast by 7 o’clock," asked the
ing the sketches. Fourth, on amount i minister.
and you’ll always use a
of money spent. If a kitchen scores
“I guess so," answered the young
high in improvements made and at I man.
the same t.ime spends relatiyely
“Well, can you polish all the silver,
small sum of money, preference will wash the dishes and keep the house
be given over the more costly one. ’ neat and tidy?"
A cost record sheet is furnished.
“Say, paison," said thp young feiWhat points are given for the ' low. "I came here to see about getSEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER
above? For improvements made— I ting married—but if it's going to be
or write ill
(LA-JIX)
Arrangement of equipment (20), ! as much work as all that you can
THE COLEMAN LAMP 6- STOVE COMPANY
Wichite, Kent. Philadelphia, Pa. Chicago, III. Loa Angeles, Calif.
water system (20), floors, celling. I count me out right now." Tit-Bits.

